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Members of the Council who do not sit on the Cabinet are welcome to attend as
observers.
Members of the public are welcome to attend this meeting.





There is a period of 15 minutes at the beginning of the meeting to allow members of
the public to ask questions.
In addition, the public may speak on items listed on the agenda. After a report has
been introduced, the Chairman (Leader of the Council) will ask if any member of the
public wishes to speak and/or ask questions.
All individual contributions will be limited to a period of 3 minutes – where there is
an interest group of objectors or supporters, a spokesperson should be appointed to
speak on behalf of the group.
The Chairman has the right and discretion to control questions to avoid disruption,
repetition and to make best use of the meeting time.

A hearing loop system will be in operation in the Council Chamber.
Councillors and members of the public are reminded to switch off mobile phones during
the meeting. If this is not practical due to particular circumstances, please advise the
Chairman in advance of the meeting.
AGENDA
Part A
1

Public question time – standard agenda item (15 minutes)
Members of the public are invited to put questions to the Cabinet through the Chairman
(Leader of the Council).
Councillors also have the opportunity to ask questions of the Leader and/or Portfolio
Holders during this time slot whilst giving priority at this part of the agenda to members of
the public.
Mark Williams, Chief Executive
Denise Lyon, Deputy Chief Executive and Monitoring Officer
Richard Cohen, Deputy Chief Executive
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Pages
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To confirm the minutes of the meeting of the Cabinet held on 30 November
2011as a true record subject to the inclusion of Councillor Jim Knight in the list
of apologies.

3

To receive any apologies for absence.

4

To receive any declarations of interest relating to items on the agenda.

5

To consider any items, which, in the opinion of the Chairman, should be dealt
with as matters of urgency because of special circumstances.
(Note: Such circumstances need to be identified in the minutes. If you wish to
raise a matter under this item, please do so in advance of the meeting by
notifying the Chief Executive who will then consult with the Chairman).

6

To agree any items to be dealt with after the public (including the press) have
been excluded. There are 2 items which Officers recommend should be dealt
with in this way.

7

To note the contents of the Forward Plan for the period 1 January 2012 to 30
April 2012.

8

Matters referred to the Cabinet by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee for reconsideration in accordance with the Overview/Scrutiny procedure or budget
and Policy Framework Procedure Rules under Part 4 of the Constitution. No
items have been put forward.

9

To note or take appropriate action in respect of the minutes of the meetings of
the Overview and Scrutiny Committees held on 24 November 2011
and 9 December 2011 (Special meeting)
Appendix - recommendations of the Leisure East Devon (LED) Task and
Finish Forum

5-17

18-22

23-31
32-36
37-45

10

To note the minutes of the Recycling and Refuse Partnership Board held on 15
December 2011. (Plus Appendix 1 & 2).

46-65

11

To note the report of the Member Development Working Party held on 9
December 2011 and consider its recommendations.

66-69

Part A Matters for Decision – Key decisions
12

Council Tax Base 2012/2013

Head of Finance

70-72

13

Draft revenue and capital estimates for
Head of Finance
2012/13 – plus Appendix A and B
(Draft Budget Book attached for Cabinet and
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Members)

73-93
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Part A Matters for Decision
14

Financial monitoring report 2011/12 –
Month 8 – November

Financial Services Manager/
Senior Accountant

94-99

15

Strategy Proposal for Electronic Document
Management

Corporate ICT Manager

100-107

16

Performance Monitoring Report until
November 2011
(Appendices A & B re performance details
are available on the Council website with
this agenda)

Denise Lyon, Deputy Chief
Executive

108-109

17

Seaton Town Management and Seafront
Enhancement

Economic Development
Manager

110-114

18

The Vice Chairman to move the following:“that under Section 100(A) (4) of the Local Government Act 1972 the public (including the
press) be excluded from the meeting as exempt information, of the description set out on
the agenda, is likely to be disclosed and on balance the public interest is in discussing this
item in private session (Part B).”
PART B – Matters for Decision

19

To note or take appropriate action in
respect of the confidential report of the
meeting of the Seaton Regeneration
Programme Board held on 13 December
2011

Para 3 Schedule 12A Information
relating to the financial or business
affairs of any particular person
(including the authority holding that
information).

20

To note or take appropriate action in
respect of the confidential reports of the
meetings of the Exmouth Regeneration
Programme Board held on 17 November
2011 (Special meeting) and 1 December
2011.

As above

115-120

121-124
125-130

Members remember!
 You must declare the nature of any personal or prejudicial interests in an item
whenever it becomes apparent that you have an interest in the business being
considered.
 Where you have a personal interest because the business relates to or is likely to affect
a body of which you are a member or manager as an EDDC nominee or appointee,
then you need only disclose that interest when (and if) you speak on the item. The
same rule applies if you have a personal interest in relation to a body exercising
functions of a public nature.
 Make sure you say the reason for your interest as this has to be included in the
minutes.
 If your interest is prejudicial you must leave the room unless you have obtained a
dispensation from the Council’s Standards Committee or where Para 12(2) of the Code
can be applied. Para 12(2) allows a Member with a prejudicial interest to stay for the
purpose of making representations, answering questions or giving evidence relating to
the business but only at meetings where the public are also allowed to make
representations. If you do remain, you must not exercise decision-making functions or
seek to improperly influence the decision; you must leave the meeting room once you
have made your representation.
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Getting to the Meeting – for the benefit of visitors
The entrance to the Council Offices is
located on Station Road, Sidmouth.
Parking is limited during normal working
hours but normally easily available for
evening meetings.
The following bus service stops outside
the Council Offices on Station Road: From
Exmouth, Budleigh, Otterton and
Newton Poppleford – 157
The following buses all terminate at the
Triangle in Sidmouth. From the Triangle,
walk up Station Road until you reach the
Council Offices (approximately ½ mile).
From Exeter – 52A, 52B
From Honiton – 52B
From Seaton – 52A
From Ottery St Mary – 379, 387
Please check your local timetable for
times.
© Crown Copyright. All Rights Reserved. 100023746.2010

The Committee Suite has a separate entrance to the main building, located at the end of
the visitor and Councillor car park. The rooms are at ground level and easily accessible;
there is also a toilet for disabled users.

For a copy of this agenda in large print, please contact the Democratic
Services Team on 01395 517546
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a Meeting of the Cabinet
held in the Council Chamber, Knowle, Sidmouth
on Wednesday, 30 November 2011
Present:

Councillors:
Paul Diviani (Leader/Chairman)
Andrew Moulding (Vice Chairman)
Ray Bloxham
David Cox
Jill Elson
Graham Godbeer
Stephanie Jones
Ian Thomas
Chris Wale

Also
Present:

Councillors:
Roger Boote
Peter Bowden
Bob Buxton
Geoff Chamberlain
Maddy Chapman
Deborah Custance Baker
Steve Gazzard
Steve Hall
Tony Howard
Stuart Hughes
Sheila Kerridge

Also
present:

Officers:
Mark Williams, Chief Executive
Denise Lyon, Deputy Chief Executive
Simon Davey, Head of Finance
John Golding, Head of Housing
Kate Little, Head of Economy
Simon Smale, Head of Environment
Rachel Pocock, Corporate Legal & Democratic Services Manager
Donna Best, Principal Estates Surveyor
Laurelie Gifford, Financial Services Manager
Claire Read, Accountant
Diana Vernon, Democratic Services Manager

Apologies

Councillors
Iain Chubb

Non-Cabinet Graham Brown
David Chapman
Members:
Alan Dent

Frances Newth
John O’Leary
Helen Parr
Philip Skinner
Pauline Stott
Peter Sullivan
Graham Troman
Phil Twiss
Tim Wood
Claire Wright
Tom Wright

Vivien Duval Steer
Geoff Pook
Mark Williamson

The meeting started at 5.30 pm and ended at 8.15 pm.
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*117

Public Questions
The Chairman welcomed Councillors and members of the public to the meeting. No
questions were raised at this part of the meeting.

*118

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Cabinet held on 2 November 2011 were
confirmed and signed as a true record subject to clarification of the pre-amble at
Minute 110 (Thelma Hulbert Gallery – forecast budget report). The likely net cost of
running the Gallery this year was £81,821 – that is £29,821 more than the original
estimated sum of £52,000.

*119

*120

Declarations of interest
Councillor/
Officer
Cllr David Cox

Minute
number
128

Type of
interest
Personal

Cabinet members,
Chairman of Overview
and Scrutiny
Committee, Chairman
of Housing Review
Board, Chairman of
Licensing and
Enforcement
Committee, Vice
Chairman of
Development
Management and
Leader of Liberal
Democrat Group
Cllr Jill Elson

130

Personal

132

Personal

Governor, Exmouth Community
College

Cllr Graham Godbeer

132

Personal

Governor, Axe Valley School

Cllr Stuart Hughes

133

Personal

Devon County Council Portfolio
Holder for Highways &
Transportation, Snow Warden for
Sidmouth

Owner of a second home in East
Devon
In receipt of Special Responsibility
Allowances

Exclusion of the Public
RESOLVED:

*121

Nature of interest

that the classification given to the documents to be submitted to
the Cabinet, be confirmed, and that the reports relating to
exempt information, be dealt with under Part B.

Forward Plan
Members noted the contents of the Forward Plan for the period 1 December 2011 to
31 March 2012. The Chief Executive advised that the Plan would be further
refreshed in January.
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*122

Matters referred to the Cabinet
There were no matters referred to the Cabinet by the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee or the Council.

*123

Minutes of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee meeting 27
October 2011
The Cabinet noted the minutes of the meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee held on 27 October 2011.
Councillor Peter Bowden who had chaired the Ward Member Customer Satisfaction
with Planning Task and Finish Forum presented the final version of the report. He
advised that the recommendations of the Forum would give greater opportunities for
Ward Members to be involved throughout the planning application process. The
Forum recognised that co-operation between Officers and Ward Councils would
benefit the service provided.
Councillor Bowden advised that the planning teams were organising an interactive
planning training session for all Members in February. The aim was to demonstrate
the work of the teams throughout ‘the life of a planning application’ and would
include all of the processes involved from receipt to sign-off. Members recognised
the importance of understanding and being involved in planning decisions affecting
their Wards.
In respect of Minute 31, the Chairman fed back discussion on the Exmouth Business
Improvement District (BID) Feasibility Study at the meeting of the Cabinet on 2
November. The Ice/Snow/Frost Treatment Plan report on which the Chairman
intended to comment had been withdrawn from that meeting and would be considered
later in this agenda.
RESOLVED:

that the following decisions be noted:

Minute 38

the up-date from the Devon and Cornwall Constabulary on
budget implications.

Minute 40

the update from the Portfolio Holder – Finance.

Minute 41

the Overview and Scrutiny Committee Forward Plan.

RESOLVED:

that the recommendations of the Task and Finish Forum –
Improving Ward Member interaction with Planning be approved
and implemented as printed.
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*124

Minutes of the meeting of the Recycling and Refuse Partnership
Board
Members noted the minutes of the meeting of the Board held on 25 October 2011.
In the absence of Councillor Iain Chubb, Portfolio Holder – Environment, Councillor
Cox highlighted the Side Waste Policy. The Board recognised the importance of how
this Policy was communicated to residents.
Councillor Cox confirmed that there would be wider consultation in respect of the
cardboard and mixed plastics collections trial in Beer. In reply to a question, he said
that discussions were on-going with SITA for possible reinstatement of rear
collections within specified areas of the Colonies and that Ward Members would be
kept informed.

125

Council Plan (key decision)
Councillor Ray Bloxham, Portfolio Holder – Corporate Services outlined the
consultation on the draft Plan which had been undertaken to-date. A wider
consultation exercise would take place during December until early January. A copy
of the draft Council Plan together with a summary would be presented to all
Members at the Council meeting on 7 December. He would ask Members to
encourage residents and businesses within their own Wards to give feedback on the
draft Plan.
Councillor Jill Elson, Portfolio Holder – Sustainable Homes and Communities
reminded Members of the ‘Working Together for the Future of East Devon’ event
which was to be hosted by the Council on Friday, 2 December. Invitees included
representatives from all local councils and voluntary organisations. The agenda
included speakers on the Localism Act, Voluntary Sector, health and wellbeing
changes and opportunities for input into the Council’s future plans and priorities.
RECOMMENDED

REASON

*126

(1)

that the content of the draft Council Plan be agreed for
consultation,

(2)

that the consultation process (set out in Appendix A to the
report) and the consultation summary example (in
Appendix B to the report), be agreed.

The recommendations emphasised the Council’s wish to hear
the views of the public and partners before finalising its plans.

Financial monitoring report 2011/12 – Month 7 October 2011
Members considered the financial monitoring report which gave a summary of the
Council’s overall financial position for 2011/12 at the end of month 7 (31 October
2011). Current monitoring indicated that:
 The General Fund Balance was being maintained at or above the adopted
level. The predicted under-spend was noted.
 The Housing Revenue Account Balance would be maintained at or above the
adopted level due to identified savings.
 There was sufficient Capital Reserve to balance this year’s Capital
Programme. The current position was improved over last month with £1.134m
being available in the Reserve to support the Programme from 2012/13
onwards.
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*126

Financial monitoring report 2011/12 – Month 7 October 2011(cont)..
The Head of Finance up-dated his report due to further downgrading of UK financial
institutions announced the previous evening. The current position was that
Santander UK (formerly Abbey), Nationwide Building Society and Barclays had
been downgraded from AA- to A+ and Lloyds TSB and the Royal Bank of Scotland
from A+ to A. This took them below the Council’s external lending list criteria. The
Council did not currently have external investments in Santander, Lloyds TSB or the
Royal Bank of Scotland but had £5.7M in external investments in Nationwide and
£3M in Barclays. The Head of Finance recommended that investments in
Nationwide and Barclays be held until maturity. He also recommended that the
Council’s criteria be changed to allow investments in an agreed list of A+/A rated UK
institutions - up to a maximum proportion of the total Fund. This action would avoid
over-exposure to foreign institutions.
RESOLVED

REASON

(1)

that the variances identified as part of the Revenue and
Capital Monitoring process up to Month 7 be noted;

(2)

that the Council hold the investments in Nationwide and
Barclays until maturity;

(3)

that, for future investments, the Council’s lending list
criteria be changed to allow a maximum of 20% of the
fund (currently £6M) to be invested in specified A+/A
rated institutions, namely, Nationwide Building Society,
Lloyds TSB, Royal Bank of Scotland, Santander (formerly
Abbey) and Barclays.

To keep the Council’s finances under review, including
considering whether any corrective actions were required for
the remainder of the financial year.
Changes to the Council’s investment criteria as detailed would
help protect the Council from over-exposure to foreign
institutions.

*127

Treasury Management Performance 2011/12 – 1 April 2011 to 30
September 2011
Members considered the Finance Management Performance half yearly report
which detailed the overall performance of the Council’s investment portfolio during
the first 6 months of 2011/12. The half yearly reporting was a requirement of the
Council’s investment strategy. Members questioned the performance of the
Council’s external investors’ performance.
RESOLVED

that the investment return for the first six months of 2011/12 be
noted

REASON

The Investec report to 30 September 2011 (Appendix A to the
report) substantiated the performance of the Council’s
externally managed funds. Members acknowledged the
safeguards in place to protect the Council’s investments.
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*128

Empty Dwellings in East Devon and the Council House discount on
second homes (report on motion to Council)
Councillor Jill Elson Portfolio Holder – Sustainable Homes and Communities
presented the Chief Executive’s report which was in response to a motion submitted
to the October meeting of the Council on the issue of empty dwellings and possible
action needed. Councillor Elson advised that she had held a useful Think Tank on
empty homes and progress continued to be made.
The Council’s policy commitment was to bring empty homes back into use. Members
were reminded of the Empty Homes Strategy 2009-2014 which set out this
commitment and positive action being taken
Councillor Claire Wright who proposed the motion was invited to speak. She
recognised positive action being taken by the Council’s housing service to bring
empty homes back into use but referred to the scale of the problem and the size of
the Council’s waiting list. She said that ownership of second homes and holiday lets
was a growing problem and that empty homes did not benefit the local economy or
communities.
The report advised that removing the 10% discount currently given to owners of
second homes would generate only limited funds and would be unlikely to deter
people from owning a second home. In April 2004, the Second Home Council Tax
discount had been reduced from 50% to 10% and yet the number of second homes in
the district had significantly risen since then.
The Department for Communities and Local Government was currently consulting on
reforms to Council Tax which could result in billing authorities having greater
discretion over Council Tax relief
Members noted the number of local people on the waiting list for Council housing.
There was a national housing crisis and this picture was reflected within East Devon.
There were not enough houses being allocated in development plans or being built to
satisfy growing demand.
The Chief Executive referred to the local housing market as ‘broken’. He explained
that the average cost of a house in the district was £266,000 and with an average
wage of £18,500, the only option for the majority of local working people was
social/Housing Association housing opportunities. He emphasised the importance of
the Council taking positive steps to meet demand and keep provision of affordable
housing high on its agenda.
RESOLVED

(1)

that the consultation response to the motion on empty
dwellings in East Devon and the Council Tax discount on
second homes as set out in Appendix B to the report be
adopted;

(2)

that the Council continue to take positive action to bring
empty homes back into use;

(3)

that provision of affordable homes remain a Council
priority.
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*128

Empty Dwellings in East Devon and the Council House discount on
second homes (report on motion to Council) (cont)..
To support steps being taken to remove the Council Tax
REASON
discount from second home, bring empty properties into use and
increase the quantity of affordable homes in the district.

*129

New Homes Bonus – recommendations of Panel
Members considered the report of the New Homes Panel. The Panel had been set up
by the Cabinet on 13 July 2011 to consider various options on how to use the New
Homes Bonus (NHB) funds to meet local priorities for the benefit of the wider
community. The Panel had considered basic criteria for the allocation of the funds.
A favoured option for one third of the sum available this year was to contribute to the
Devon County-wide scheme. This would add up to a combined annual Community
Fund of around £115,000 per annum to be distributed across towns and parishes.
This Council’s contribution could fund the scheme for the next 10 years. The Panel
proposed that the remainder of the funds be used to fund community Capital and
One-off projects.
RESOLVED

(1)

that the principle of New Homes Bonus (NHB) funding
being distributed between a Community Fund and a
Capital One-off Programme be agreed on the following
basis:
 Community Fund allocation to be £105,000
annually;
 Capital One-off Programme allocation to be
£205,000 (2010/11) with a further £600,000
(approximately) being made available from 2012/13
onwards.

(2)

that the following conditions be agreed in principle for the
two funding streams:
Community Fund
a) Alignment with Devon County Council (DCC) elector
fund;
b) Reflect local priorities and deliver benefits for the
wider community;
c) One-off local funding and no on-going/revenue
funding implications;
d) Encouragement to multiple parish and town
proposals.
Capital and One-off Programme
a) Prioritise spend on projects that will show return on
investment;
b) Prioritise projects that will optimise EDDC assets –
such as marketing, planning disposal, refurbishment
and redevelopment;
c) Time limited project spend that does not require ongoing financial commitments such as running costs.
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*129

New Homes Bonus – recommendations of Panel (cont)..
(3) that Officers under the guidance of the NHB Panel,
undertake further work to examine the mechanisms
required to distribute the NHB funding including taking
forward arrangements to discuss with DCC the alignment
of EDDC Community Fund with the existing DCC elector
related funding.
REASON

130

To make best use of the New Homes Bonus for the benefit of
local communities within East Devon.

Independent Remuneration Panel - recommendations
The Leader welcomed Bob Wiltshire, Chairman of the Panel, to the meeting together
with other Panel members – Tina Day, Susette Henson and Malcolm Elliott. Mr
Wiltshire introduced the report of the meeting of the Panel held on 13 October 2011
and the recommendations made.
Although outside its remit, the Panel had expressed their strong concern over the lack
of opposition representation on the Cabinet. The Leader advised that although his
appointed Cabinet comprised Conservative Members, all Councillors were
encouraged to take part in debate at Cabinet and be involved in the Portfolio Holder
Think Tanks.
The Chairman of the Housing Review Board was advised that the allowances in
respect of the Board would be considered at the next meeting of the Panel.
The Panel expressed their respect for the work that Councillors undertook and
appreciated the efforts made to serve their local communities. The Leader thanked
the Panel for their valued work and comments.
RECOMMENDED

(1)

that no change be made to the allowance currently paid to
the Vice Chairman of the Licensing and Enforcement
Committee;

(2)

that no change be made to the allowance currently paid to
the Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee;

(3)

that no change be made to the allowances currently paid to
the Leader and Deputy Leader of the Liberal Democrats
Group;

(4)

that no allowance be made at this time to the Leader of the
Independent Group (the Group Leader had previously
received an allowance as a Member of the Cabinet),

(5)

that the attendance fee paid to non-councillor members of
the Standards and other Committees be £50 for half a day
(4 hours) or multiples thereof, this to come into effect from
1 April 2012;
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130

Independent Remuneration Panel – recommendations (cont)..
(6)

REASON

*131

that the Panel meet with the Leader of the Council annually
to discuss any proposed changes to the committee
structure before the start of the new Council year;

(The Panel was now sent an electronic copy of the
Knowledge and Members of the Panel would endeavour to
attend Cabinet meetings as a way of keeping up-to-date
with Council business).
The Cabinet appreciated the work undertaken by the Panel and
the reasoning behind the recommendations which would be
referred to Council.

Building Control Financial statement 2010/11
Members considered the report of the Head of Economy setting out an annual end-ofyear financial statement. This was a requirement following the setting up of the new
fees regulations based on cost recovery only. The identified surplus would be
invested in the mobile working initiative to help achieve improvements within the
service.

*132

RESOLVED

that the annual financial statement of the Building Control
chargeable and non-chargeable accounts 2010/11 be noted.

REASON

The annual end of year financial statement was provided to
Members for their information.

Sustainability of the Exeter and Heart of Devon (EHOD) Employment
and Skills Board
Members considered the report of the Head of Economy setting out the case and
resource implications for retaining dedicated Employment and Skills Board officer
support and to facilitate the continuing delivery of projects. Members considered the 3
year development and funding plan.
The Employment and Skills Board was now actively seeking to engage stakeholders
and to attract sponsorship and had requested financial support from the Council.
Members noted that financial support committed by Growth Board partners could
lever additional funds into the Exeter and Heart of Devon area via the use of
European Social Fund Technical Assistance which matched any public sector
funding.
Members discussed the rising level of unemployment within the district, the
employment opportunities of the New Growth Point, the importance of developing
skills that matched the needs of current and future employers in the district and of
providing timely careers advice to schools and colleges.
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*132

Sustainability of the Exeter and Heart of Devon (EHOD) Employment
and Skills Board (cont)..
RESOLVED

REASON
*133

(1)

that the business case for sustaining the Employment and
Skills Board be noted;

(2)

that a special bid to the Service Planning and Budget Task
and Finish Forum for a contribution of £12,500 per annum
for 3 years be supported. This commitment would be
subject to the contribution being matched equally by Devon
County Council and Exeter City Council. The other half of
the funding would be found by the private sector members
of the Exeter and Heart of Devon Growth Board.

To sustain the Employment and Skills Board and its benefits to
local businesses.

Ice/Snow/Frost Treatment Plan
Members considered the report of the Head of Environment setting out an interim plan
for dealing with ice and snow disruption and related issues within the district and
significantly in respect of Council-owned land including high risk areas such as access
to sheltered housing.
Members appreciated that it would not be possible to treat all areas. The Plan set
out a reasonable and practical response to dealing with severe weather conditions
and included key areas to be treated. Members recognised the importance of cooperation between the District Council, County Council and local volunteer Snow
Wardens.
RESOLVED

that the Council approve Option 2 in the report, namely to grit
the Council’s primary car parks and other high risk areas which
would require the following actions:
 To purchase bagged supplies of salt-grit and retain these
at the main depots;
 Streetscene and Parking Civil Enforcement Officers to be
supplied with manual snow cleaning equipment (including
blowers and shovels) to enable them to manually clear
key areas;
 To install lockable grit bins at the key car parks so that a
stock of salt-grit is on site at the start of a severe weather
event;
 To purchase two mechanical spreading hoppers to use
with existing vehicles to spread salt-grit over key car
parks;
 To close car parks which have not been treated or
cleared;
 To liaise with the County Council and Snow Wardens.

REASON

To establish a clear Council response to severe ice/snow/frost
conditions.
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*134

Performance monitoring report until October 2011
Denise Lyon, Deputy Chief Executive, presented the performance information for the
2011/12 financial year until October 2011. Detailed performance reports had been
made available to Members on line rather than in printed form.

*135

RESOLVED

that the progress and proposed remedial action for performance
measures for the 2011/12 financial year until October 2011 be
noted.

REASON

To enable the Cabinet to continue to monitor the Council’s
progress in achieving excellent customer service using relevant
performance measures.

Results of Staff Engagement Survey 2011
Members considered the report of the Corporate Organisational Development
Manager which set out the results of the staff engagement survey undertaken this
year. The majority of staff had completed the survey on-line.
Results were generally very positive. The last staff engagement survey had been
undertaken in 2008 and action taken as a result of feedback included improved
people management, training and engagement initiatives. The feedback from the
current survey would similarly be used to address issues identified.
The Leader expressed his appreciation of the loyalty and high performance of staff.

*136

RESOLVED

that the results of the staff engagement survey be noted
together with the actions to be taken by the Strategic
Management Team to address issues raised on a service by
service basis.

REASON

To use the feedback from the staff engagement survey to
address issues identified.

Former Drill Hall, Esplanade, Sidmouth
Members considered the report of the Head of Economy setting out the current
position in respect of the former Drill Hall in Sidmouth. Legal completion was due very
shortly. The Hall had been purchased at the beginning of November this year. Its
condition was considered unsafe and unusable. The Hall had been purchased for
demolition as part of the wider planned re-development of the Port Royal area. The
Head of Economy asked for approval for the building to be demolished as soon as
possible to avoid the cost of any necessary maintenance of the building.
RESOLVED

(1)

that the former Drill Hall, Sidmouth, be demolished and
the ground made safe, with a budget of £48,038 being
made available for use in the current financial year to
facilitate the necessary works as soon as the Council is
in the legal position to effect this;
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*136

Former Drill Hall, Esplanade, Sidmouth (cont)..
(2)

REASON

that the Head of Economy investigate options for
temporary use of the site including for possible car
parking.

Demolishing the Hall and making the site safe would avoid ongoing maintenance costs and would mean that use could be
made of the site.

*137

Exclusion of the Public
that under Section 100(A) (4) of the Local Government Act 1972
RESOLVED
the public (including the press) be excluded from the meeting as
exempt information, is likely to be disclosed and on balance the
public interest is in discussing the items in private session (Part
B).

*138

Asset Management Update
Members considered the joint report of the Head of Economy, Deputy Chief Executive
(Richard Cohen) and the Principal Estates Surveyor which set out the revised Asset
Management Plan 2011/14 and progress on delivery. Additional staff resource within
the Estates Team had enabled identified asset transfers to be progressed.
The Deputy Leader expressed his appreciation of the work being carried out by the
Asset Management Team (Councillors and Officers).
RESOLVED

REASON
139

(1)

that the revised Asset Management Plan 2011/14 be
adopted;

(2)

that the progress in the delivery of the Corporate Property
Asset Management Plan made during the last year be
noted;

(3)

that the progress made and key achievements across the
range of other services provided by the Council’s Estates
Team be noted.

To endorse action taken so far in respect of managing the
Council’s assets in a strategic and structured way.

Office relocation
Members considered the joint report of Richard Cohen (Deputy Chief Executive) and
the Principal Estates Officer on progress being made in respect of the office relocation
project. The Office Accommodation Member Working Party had already met on a
number of occasions and had supported the need for work to be carried out at an
early stage to assess the feasibility of the move.
Discussion included the proposed budget for the initial investigatory works, an
Exmouth base, mobile and smarter working, planning opportunities, partnership
working, potential impact on staff and Sidmouth, site valuations and the current
market down-turn.
16
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Office relocation (cont)..
RECOMMENDED

REASON
*140

(1)

that the action points from the Office Accommodation
Member Working Party held on 19 October 2011
(Appendix 2 to the Committee report) be noted;

(2)

that the project work undertaken to date be endorsed and
Kensington Taylor’s refreshed costings and confirmation
that the project remains financially viable be noted;

(3)

that Officers be authorised to pursue options for a
partnership approach to bring forward the development of
the project;

(4)

that a budget of up to £200,000 be authorised to enable
the immediate requirements of commencing necessary
studies, the procurement of external legal advisors, the
procurement of project management and the appointment
of a relocation manager.

To enable the project to progress.

Exmouth Regeneration
Members considered the joint report of the Head of Economy, Deputy Chief Executive
(Richard Cohen) and the Principal Estates Surveyor on how to progress the
Masterplan for Exmouth. Work to date had developed a vision for the future
development of the town and seafront. Members supported the incremental approach
being adopted within the strategic plan.

*141

RESOLVED

that the Council commits to bringing forward the delivery of
projects as identified in the report over a phased period of 4
years.

REASON

As set out in the main body of the report.

Cleaning Services at Knowle
Members considered the report of the Property Services Manager setting out the
results of the market testing of outsourcing cleaning services at Knowle and future
options. This had identified limited financial savings.
RESOLVED

that cleaning services at Knowle be not outsourced.

REASON

The proposed out-sourcing would not achieve significant
savings.

Chairman .......................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
FORWARD PLAN
For the 4 month period 1 January 2012 to 30 April 2012
Key Decision

Lead Member

Lead Officer
(Strategic Officer: DL or
RC indicated in bold)

1

Council budget

Portfolio Holders

Chief Executive/Head of
Finance

2

Housing Revenue
Account Business
Plan

Sustainable Home and
Communities Portfolio
Holder and Chairman of
Housing Review Board

Head of Housing

Proposed Consultation and
meeting dates
(Committees, principal groups and
organisations)
Members of the public are given the
opportunity to speak at meetings
unless shown in italics.
Cabinet (11 January 2012) draft
Housing Review Board (12 January
2012)
O/v and Scrutiny Task and Finish
Forum (18 January 2012)
Cabinet (1 February 2012)
Council (22 February 2012)

Operative Date
for decision (if no
call-in)

1 April 2012

Housing Review Board (12 January
2012)
Council (22 February 2012)

23 February 2012

(RC)

3

Seaton Town
Management –
Way Forward

Economy Portfolio
Holder

Economic Development
Manager

Seaton Regeneration Programme
Board (13 Dec 2011)
Cabinet (11 Jan 2012)

31 Jan 2012

4

Multi purpose
building – transfer
arrangements and
Forward planning

Strategic Development
and Partnership Portfolio
Holder

Head of Economy

Cabinet (1 February 2012)

9 February 2012

CIL New Growth
Point Charging
Schedule – interim
report

Strategic Development
and Partnership Portfolio
Holder

Head of Economy/
New Growth Point Manager

Cabinet (1 February 2012)

9 February 2012

5
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(RC)

(RC)
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Key Decision

Lead Member

Lead Officer
(Strategic Officer: DL or
RC indicated in bold)

6

Operative Date
for decision (if no
call-in)

Recycling and
Refuse – possible
extension of
scheme

Portfolio Holder –
Environment

7

Customer Strategy

Corporate Business
Portfolio Holder

Denise Lyon, Deputy Chief
Executive

Overview and Scrutiny (24 November
2011)
Cabinet (1 Feb or 7 March 2012)
Council (22 February 2012)

23 February 2012

8

LDF/Local plan
annual monitoring
plan

Strategic Development &
Partnerships Portfolio
Holder

Head of Economy

Cabinet (1 February 2012)

9 February 2012

Asset Management
– car parks review

Finance Portfolio Holder

Head of Environment

Cabinet (1 February 2012)

9 February 2012

9

Head of Environment

Proposed Consultation and
meeting dates
(Committees, principal groups and
organisations)
Members of the public are given the
opportunity to speak at meetings
unless shown in italics.
Recycling and Refuse Partnership
Board (December 2011)
Cabinet (1 February 2012)
Council (22 February 2012)

(RC)

23 February 2012

(RC)

(RC)
10

Pennington Point
Beach
Management Plan

Strategic Development
and Partnership Portfolio
Holder

Kate Little

Cabinet (1 February 2012)
Council (22 February 2012

23 February 2012

11

Honiton
Community Centre
– up-date

Strategic Development
and Partnership Portfolio
Holder

Richard Cohen, Deputy
Chief Executive

Cabinet (1 February 2012)
Council (22 February 2012)

23 February 2012

12

Planning fees
Schedule

Environment Portfolio
Holder

Head of Economy

Development Management
Committee (1 February 2012)
Council (22 February 2012)
(awaiting regulations)

23 February 2012

(DL)
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Key Decision

Lead Member

Lead Officer
(Strategic Officer: DL or
RC indicated in bold)

12

Seaton Visitor
Centre marketing
testing process

Economy Portfolio
Holder

14

Report on Council
Plan and suite of
x3 Theme
Strategies

Portfolio Holders:
Sustainable Home and
Communities .
Economy
Environment

Procurement
Strategy - update

Procurement Champion

15

Principal Estates
Management
(RC)
DL + RC
HoS

Head of Finance

Proposed Consultation and
meeting dates
(Committees, principal groups and
organisations)
Members of the public are given the
opportunity to speak at meetings
unless shown in italics.
Cabinet (1 February 2012)
Council (22 February 2012

Operative Date
for decision (if no
call-in)

Sustainable Homes and Communities,
Economy and Environment Think
Tanks
Scrutiny (1 March 2012)
Cabinet (7March 2012)
Council (11 April 2012))

19 April 2012

Cabinet (7 March 2012)
Council (11 April 2012)

12 April 2012

Cabinet (7 March 2012)

15 March 2012

Cabinet (7 March 2012)

15 March 2012

Cabinet (7 March 2012)

15 March 2012

Corporate Services Think Tank
Cabinet (7 March 2012)
Council (11 April 2012)

12 April 2012

Cabinet (7 March 2012)
Council (11 April 2012)

12 April 2012

23 February 2012

(RC)
16

Colyford Depot
Disposal

Economy Portfolio
Holder

Head of Economy
(RC)

17

18

Asset Management
– community asset
transfer policy

Finance Portfolio Holder

Drainage Act

Portfolio Holder –
Environment

Head of Economy
(RC)
Head of Economy
(RC)

19

ICT Strategy

Corporate Services
Portfolio Holder

Corporate ICT Manager

(DL)
20

Investor in People
Reassessment

Legal/Mark11/12Forward Plan 12

Corporate Business
Portfolio Holder

Corporate Organisational
Development Manager

20

Key Decision

Lead Member

Lead Officer
(Strategic Officer: DL or
RC indicated in bold)

21

Risk Management
Strategy

Finance Portfolio Holder

Head of Finance

Proposed Consultation and
meeting dates
(Committees, principal groups and
organisations)
Members of the public are given the
opportunity to speak at meetings
unless shown in italics.
Audit and Governance Committee (8
March 2012)
Council (11 April 2012)

Operative Date
for decision (if no
call-in)

12 April 2012

(DL)
22

Localism Act

Strategic Development
and Partnership Portfolio
Holder

Head of Economy

Cabinet (4 April 2012)
Council (11 April 2012

12 April 2012

23

Information
Management
Strategy

Corporate Business
Portfolio Holder

Corporate ICT Manager

Information Management Group
Cabinet (4 April 2012)
Council (11 April 2012)

19 April 2012

24

EDDC Relocation
Progress Report

Council Leader

RC

Member Working Group (30 Jan
2012)
Cabinet (4 April 2012)

12 April 2012

25

Revised
Partnership Policy
and Compact

Strategic Development
and Partnership Portfolio
Holder

RC

SD+P Think Tank (TBA)
Cabinet (4 April 2012)

1 2April 2012

26

Local Investment
Plan

Strategic Development
and Partnership Portfolio
Holder

RC

Cabinet (4 April 2012)
Council (11 April 2012)

12 April 2012

27

Review of Car
Parks

Environment Portfolio
Holder

Head of Environment

Asset Management Forum January
2012
Overview and Scrutiny (29.03.12)
Cabinet (2 May 2012)
Council (25 July 2012)

26 July 2012

(DL)

(RC)
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Key Decision

Lead Member

Lead Officer
(Strategic Officer: DL or
RC indicated in bold)

28

Private Sector
Renewal Strategy

Sustainable Home and
Communities Portfolio
Holder

Head of Housing

(RC)
29

Seaton Town
Football Club site

Economy Portfolio
Holder

Head of Economy

Proposed Consultation and
meeting dates
(Committees, principal groups and
organisations)
Members of the public are given the
opportunity to speak at meetings
unless shown in italics.
Sustainable Homes and Communities
Think Tank
Housing Strategic Partnership
Cabinet (2 May 2012)
Council (25 July 2012)

Operative Date
for decision (if no
call-in)

Cabinet (2 May 2012)
Council (25 July 2012

26 July 2012

26 July 2012

This plan contains all the key decisions that the Council’s Cabinet expects to make during the 4-month period referred to above. The plan is rolled
forward every month. Key decisions are defined by law as “an executive decision which is likely –
(a)
(b)

to result in the Council incurring expenditure which is, or the making of savings which are, significant having regard to the Council’s budget for
the service or function to which the decision relates; or
to be significant in terms of its effects on communities living or working in an area comprising two or more wards in the Council’s area

In accordance with section 38 of the Local Government Act 2000, in determining the meaning of “significant” regard shall be had to any guidance for
the time being issued by the Secretary of State. The Secretary of State will be working with local authorities and the Local Government Association to
identify best practice in determining what is a key decision. The Cabinet may only make a key decision in accordance with the requirements of the
Executive Procedure Rules set out in Part 4 of the Constitution. A minute of each key decision is published within 2 days of it having been made.
This is available for public inspection on the Council’s website http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk, and at the Council Offices, Knowle, Sidmouth, Devon.
The law and the Council’s constitution provide for general exception and urgent key decisions to be made. A decision notice will be published for
these in exactly the same way.
A list of background documents is available for each item on the Forward Plan from the originating Officer.
The members of the Cabinet are as follows: Cllr Paul Diviani (Leader of the Council and Chairman of the Cabinet), Cllr Andrew Moulding (Strategic
Development and Partnerships Portfolio Holder), Cllr Ray Bloxham (Corporate Business Portfolio Holder) Cllr Ian Thomas (Corporate Services
Portfolio Holder) Cllr Graham Godbeer (Economy Portfolio Holder), Cllr Iain Chubb (Environment Portfolio Holder) Cllr David Cox (Finance Portfolio
Holder), Cllr Jill Elson (Sustainable Homes and Communities Portfolio Holder), and Deputy Portfolio Holders – Cllr Stephanie Jones (Deputy –
Sustainable Homes and Communities) and Cllr Chris Wale (Deputy – Environment ) Members of the public who wish to make any representations or
comments concerning any of the key decisions referred to in this Forward Plan may do so by writing to the identified Lead Member of the Cabinet
(Leader of the Council ) c/o the Democratic Services Section, Council Offices, Knowle, Sidmouth, Devon, EX10 8HL.
12 December 2011
Legal/Mark11/12Forward Plan 12
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL

Minutes of a Meeting of the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee held
at Knowle, Sidmouth on 24 November 2011
Present:

Councillors:
Stuart Hughes (Chairman)
Mike Allen
Peter Bowden
Graham Brown
Peter Burrows
David Chapman
Deborah Custance Baker
Roger Giles
Mike Howe
Sheila Kerridge

David Key
John O’Leary
Brenda Taylor
Graham Troman
Tim Wood
Eileen Wragg
Claire Wright
Tom Wright

Officers:
Simon Davey – Head of Finance
Denise Lyon – Deputy Chief Executive
Debbie Meakin – Democratic Services Officer
Sulina Tallack – Section 106 Monitoring Officer
Janet Wallace – Environmental Health Officer
Mark Williams – Chief Executive
Andy Wood – Project Director
Also Present

Councillors:
David Atkins
Trevor Cope
Peter Halse
David Cox
Peter Sullivan
Jill Elson
Iain Chubb
Stephanie Jones

Apologies:

Committee Members:
Derek Button
John Humphreys
Vivien Duval Steer

Philip Skinner
Pauline Stott
Steve Gazzard
Ray Bloxham
Ken Potter
Frances Newth
Christine Drew

Councillors:
Steve Hall
Andrew Moulding

The meeting started at 6.30pm and ended at 9.50pm.

*42

Public Question Time
There were no questions from the public. The Chairman asked the Portfolio Holder
for Environment if he was aware of an agreement to have a free hour of parking at
Sidford car park. The Portfolio Holder was not immediately aware of this and the
Chairman requested that if the free parking was to go ahead, appropriate signage at
the car park would be needed.
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*43

Minutes
The minutes of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee held on 27 October 2011
were confirmed as a true record.

*44

Declarations of Interest
Councillor/
Officer
Cllr Stuart
Hughes

*45

Minute
number
45

Type of
interest
Personal

Nature of interest
Devon County Council Portfolio
Holder for Highways &
Transportation; Snow Warden for
Sidmouth
Son works for Leisure East Devon

Cllr Trevor
51
Cope
Cllr David Cox 51

Personal

Cllr Peter
Sullivan
Cllr Roger
Giles
Cllr Claire
Wright
Cllr Pauline
Stott
Cllr Peter
Bowden
Cllr Mike
Howe
Cllr Mike Allen

51

Personal

51

Personal

51

Personal

51

Personal

51

Personal

48

Prejudicial

EDDC representative on LED
Monitoring Group
EDDC representative on LED
Monitoring Group
EDDC representative on LED Ottery
St Mary Group
EDDC representative on LED Ottery
St Mary Group
EDDC representative on LED
Exmouth Group
EDDC representative on LED
Broadclyst Group
Sub-post master

52

Personal

Employee of SSDC

Personal

Cabinet Agenda
The Chairman raised one item for discussion from the Cabinet agenda for 20
November 2011.
Ice/Snow/Frost Treatment Plan
The Cabinet report set out the terms of the plan, recognising that it was not possible
to treat all areas. The plan set out the priority for clearing snow and ice covering
key car parks, to enable access to Council’s own buildings, and other specified high
risk areas based on intensity of use and/or vulnerability of users.
Previous discussion took place on this report at the Committee on 27 October. The
Chairman still had concerns about the report. He wanted to see a clear indication
of how the District Council would work with the Snow Wardens.
Simon Davey, Head of Finance, updated on the current position with the County
Council. Officers were in active discussion about the relationship with Snow
Wardens, but the position was not yet clear as to which Towns and Parishes would
be signing up, what the role of the Snow Warden would entail, and what equipment
would be available. Until that detail was known, a definitive explanation of how the
Council would work with the Snow Wardens was not possible to set out in the
report. The intention of the report at this stage was to highlight the minimum the
Council had to undertake to satisfy the Council’s legal obligations for its own land.
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*45

Cabinet Agenda (continued)
RESOLVED

*46

that the Chairman would feedback his concern on the
Ice/Snow/Frost Treatment Plan at the Cabinet meeting on 30
November 2011.

New revised bathing water quality directive
The Chairman welcomed Janet Wallace, Environmental Health Officer, who was
joined by Richard Gilpin from South West Water (SWW), and Brian Grant from the
Environment Agency (EA).
The report outlined the requirements of the new Directive. This used a new system
to assess water quality based on measurements of Escherichia coli and intestinal
enterococci, considered to be a better indicator of health risks to bathers. From
2016 the classification of bathing waters would be based on results over the
previous four years, described as “Excellent, Good, Sufficient and Poor”. The
“Sufficient” classification is considerably tighter than the current “Pass Mandatory”
standard.
The new directive also set out:
 Improved public information on signage at bathing waters
 More stringent monitoring
The change to monitoring would be likely to lead to only two bathing waters meeting
the “Excellent” standard unless further improvements were made. Working with
landowners to improve the quality of agricultural run-off and investigating other
reasons for contamination are the priorities for the agencies involved.
Members asked a number of questions relating to water quality, and discussed with
the agency representatives issues including:
 Heavy rainfall impact on quality readings;
 Pinch points in sewer systems, such as at the Maer in Exmouth;
 Location of signs about water quality – budget provision allowed for one sign
per beach, placed at the most heavily used access point to the beach;
 Working with Ladram Bay holiday camp owners on water quality at that site;
 Positive results aided local tourism;
 DEFRA funding to SWW was currently set to facilitate works to bring all
beaches to “Sufficient” standard nationally;
 “Missed connections” – where small scale development had connected to the
sewers or only to surface water for discharge. Some examples of these
were outlined to Members by Brian Gant from the EA;
 Request for additional funding from SWW to make improvements to the
current infrastructure;
 EA involvement as a statutory consultee on planning applications.
Councillor Tom Wright, Member Champion for Beaches and Foreshores, welcomed
the report as a “good news story” that should receive publicity to highlight the
excellent quality of the beaches in the District. He is working with officers to create
a Beach and Foreshore Forum to tackle local issues, and linking it with the towns
and parishes along the District coastline as well as the main agencies. He will report
back to the Committee with updates once the Forum is set up.
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*46

New revised bathing water quality directive
RESOLVED

*47

1.

that the Overview and Scrutiny Committee welcomed the
report on the New EC Revised Bathing Water Directive and
the setting up of a Beach and Foreshore Forum;

2.

that a press release be issued about resolution 1.

Update on Section 106 Planning Obligations and Introduction of
Community Infrastructure Levy
Sulina Tallack, Section 106 Monitoring Officer, highlighted recent improvements in
this area of service, including a new Open Space Policy, database formation of all
agreements (including historical agreements) and risk assessment.
She reminded Members of the purpose of a section 106 agreement and some
recent projects that had been completed with section 106 funds. She had regular
contact with Town and Parish Councils to update them on their own areas.
Andy Wood, Projects Director, outlined the procedural issues needed to set up an
operational Community Infrastructure Levy. A levy could raise funds from
developers to fund a wide range of infrastructure from an effectively pooled fund.
Section 106 agreements could still be used once the Levy is operational, but the
CIL regulations would tighten up on the use of section 106 agreements and make
the tests legally binding. If funding for an infrastructure improvement is collected
through the Levy it cannot also be the subject of a section 106 agreement.
Collecting funds under the levy would provide greater flexibility on their use in that
they would not be tied to specific infrastructure improvements through a legal
agreement as is the case with the current section 106 regime. However this does
present fresh challenges on deciding what it would be spent on – the regulations
associated with the Levy do not cover governance arrangements and these need to
be determined locally. The Department for Communities and Local Government
was also currently consulting on what proportion of the Levy should go directly to
local communities in the form of parish and town councils.
Members raised concern about the introduction of the levy, including:
 Recognition of competing demands – how could local communities compete
for funds against bodies like the County Council for education provision or
road infrastructure?;
 No percentage of fund for local communities had been announced by the
Government yet;
 Would Neighbourhood Plan wish lists be compromised by levy funds being
primarily put into major infrastructure?;
 Health must be involved in the stakeholders for consulting on the levy, as
well as consideration made to the New Homes Bonus;
 Productive Think Tank held on section 106 agreements had led to earlier
Ward Member involvement in section 106 agreements – could Ward
Members be proactive and prepare with their local communities their “wish
list” for future agreements?;
 Needs link to the Local Plan.
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*47

Update on Section 106 Planning Obligations and Introduction of
Community Infrastructure Levy (continued)
RESOLVED

1.

2.

*48

that a Task and Finish Forum is set up on the Community
Infrastructure Levy to construct recommendations to aid the
Council in both the transitional stage and the introduction of
the Levy;
that the TaFF on CIL is comprised of:
Graham Troman
Peter Bowden
Mike Allen
Mike Howe
Tim Wood
Sheila Kerridge
Claire Wright

Update on Post Office Pilot Scheme
Councillor Ken Potter, Member Champion for Rural Communities, updated the
Committee on the pilot scheme in the District.
The Post Office are piloting 45 new branch models across four areas. East Devon
as three branches undertaking the pilot scheme: Feniton Post Office; Musbury Post
Office; and Rivermead Avenue Post Office in Exmouth. These will become Post
Office “Local”, a combination of a retail outlet with many of the core Post Office
services being available over a longer number of hours per day than usual post
office opening hours.
Councillor Potter reminded the Committee of his meeting with the Minister, and
brought them up to date on a recent meeting with County representatives covering
the other pilots in the Devon area.
Mark Wright from Post Office Limited will attend the Committee on the 26 January
2012 to update on progress of the three pilot post offices.
Councillor Potter’s overriding concern was the remaining 5,500 post offices, mainly
in rural communities, that were not included in the Post Office scheme for
revitialising the post office network. Those post offices converted to a “Local” would
see the post master salary reduced by two thirds and he questioned if that was a
viable option for those individuals.
Members debated the issues around the post office network, including:
 Longer hours in a post office “Local” helps the public carry out post office
transactions outside normal post office hours;
 Locating a post office inside a commercial store may lead to a lack of training
in staff and the loss of the skills and public trust in the service;
 Many in rural communities, despite efforts to increase broadband coverage,
do not or want to access such services using information technology;
 Social benefits of a local post office will be lost;
 Main post offices will only have employees paid per transaction, not a salary.
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*48

Update on Post Office Pilot Scheme (continued)
The Committee strongly felt that further lobbying should take place on the proposed
changes to the post office network, with suggestions of further letters to the Minister
and starting a petition online. As the trial was underway, the Committee felt, on
reflection, that such action should be deferred until the Committee received the
update on the trials from Mark Wright from Post Office Limited on the 26 January.
The Chairman, along with many other Members of the Committee, thanked
Councillor Potter for his continued dedicated work as Member Champion for Rural
Communities.
(Councillor Mike Howe declared a prejudicial interest and left the meeting for this
item).

*49

Quarterly Monitoring of Performance – Second Quarter 2011/12
The report covered key issues for the quarter and how they are being addressed.
Members raised the following issues:
 How has the “paperless office” project progressed? An update from Chris
Powell was reported to the meeting. The project, alongside Members’ IT, as
been combined onto one project that is currently having a business case
formed. The implementation of the combined project will commence from
April 2012 and will be largely dependent on how long it will take to bring each
Member up to speed with training and necessary equipment. If budgets
allow, implementation may start prior to April 2012;
 Flytipping was on the increase in East Devon but did not appear to be
increasing in the rest of the County, following the introduction of charges for
certain types of waste at recycling centres. Streetscene were investigating
how other authorities were successful in tracking down flytippers and the
possible use of RIPA to do so. A specific area in Exmouth was highlighted
as suffering from repeat flytipping. DAWRAC would monitor the levels in the
coming months and assess what action would be needed;
 General unawareness of the Economic Strategy referred to in the report and
concern that this was being consulted on before being considered by the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee. The Strategy is one of a suite of three
that supports the Council Plan and the Committee will have the opportunity
to debate the strategy on the 26 January 2011.

*50

Draft Customer Strategy
Members looked at the outline of the draft strategy and debated what could be
added and improved.
The draft strategy covered areas such as:
 Access to services – how access was available and the quality of that
contact;
 Access to information – availability on website and different formats to cater
for all sections of the community;
 Access to engagement and feedback – taking consultation to a new,
improved level, again catering for all sections of the community.
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*50

Draft Customer Strategy (continued)
Members discussed the draft strategy, including:
 Managing expectation of the public as to what to expect from their Ward
Member, as there was no “job description” for a Member but they were often
a vital link between residents and officers;
 With many references to the website, when was the redesign going live –
Denise Lyon updated the Committee on the recent decision by the Portfolio
Holder for Corporate Services to bring the website into an integrated project
covering communications. Customer identified improvements have already
been made to the existing site.
 Members were keen to stress that it was still important to develop the
customer strategy to cater for face to face and telephone contact so that all
sections of the community could find a way to get in touch that suited them.

51

Leisure East Devon Task and Finish Forum Final Report
Councillor Tim Wood presented his final report from the Forum set up to review the
functioning of Leisure East Devon and examine how well its activities related to the
needs and requirements of the Council. The Forum comprised of Councillor Tim
Wood as Chairman, and Councillors Geoff Chamberlain, David Chapman, Vivien
Duval Steer, and Sheila Kerridge.
He told the Committee of how the Forum had interviewed the Chief Executive of
LED and the LED Monitoring Group – Councillors David Cox and Peter Sullivan.
Issues that came to light included the friction between schools and sites used for
school PE lessons; and the maintenance of some of the facilities that remained
Council owned.
The Committee considered the recommendations put forward in the report.
RECOMMENDED 1.

that the Chief Executive of Leisure East Devon be
congratulated and supported for his innovative leadership
and drive to seek opportunities for growth, increase profit
and reduce costs during difficult trading times;

2.

that the dedicated and effective work of the Monitoring
Group and LED Trustees be acknowledged;

3.

that LED be assured that the Council was positive about
LED’s approach to identifying and progressing innovative
and proactive leisure activities, which reflected local
demand and leisure ‘trends’, to protect the viability of the
service provided within the terms of the Service Level
Agreement;

4.

that East Devon District Council and LED review and,
where necessary, modify and update the Service Level
Agreement made on the setting up of LED as to the role
and responsibilities of LED in relation to the provision of
leisure services in East Devon. The review should be
carried out by the end of 2012 with any financial
implications being included in the preparation of the
Council’s 2013/2014 budget;
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51

Leisure East Devon Task and Finish Forum Final Report (continued)
5.

that, in addition to the review outlined in (4) above, the
long term dual‐ use arrangements with schools/colleges
should be reviewed as soon as the position in respect of
their Academy status is clarified. Both the Council and
LED need to be proactive in investigating how satisfactory
the dual role arrangements continue to be in each case;

6.

that LED provide the Monitoring Group with additional
accounting detail, including a breakdown of income and
expenditure from specific activities within the centres to
help inform judgements of the LED Board and the Council
regarding any proposed changes to future provision;

7.

that LED provide the Monitoring Group with accounting
details for their information to show the effect that
subsidies have on the profitability of activities/classes;

8.

that central office overheads be proportionally allocated
across the LED portfolio realistically to reflect profit and
losses within budget heads;

9.

that LED give consideration to improvements to the
current catering arrangements at some Centres to
generate additional income;

10. that LED should consider whether to widen the marketing
of the East Devon Tennis Centre to increase the
knowledge and usage of the facility;
11. that Members generally be made aware of the significant
contribution of £2M per year the Council makes to the
provision of sport and leisure within the district through
support to LED and the cost of on‐going
maintenance/repair of the 11 Centres.
The Chairman thanked the Forum for their detailed report and welcomed the
recommendations going forward to Cabinet.

*52

Review of shared services and second tier management
costs/savings
Simon Davey, Head of Finance, took the Committee through the report to explain
the costs and savings over the five year period of 2009/10 to 2014/15. In answer to
a question, he advised that the 2.5% increase on the South West Audit Partnership
contract is under negotiation.
The Committee felt it would be helpful to see further projected savings in the lower
management tiers.
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*52

Review of shared services and second tier management
costs/savings (continued)
Some Committee Members highlighted their concerns of how the sharing of
services happened. The Chief Executive appreciated that there would always be
differing views on the sharing arrangements and he informed the Committee of
continued approaches to other authorities on sharing arrangements. He reassured
the Committee that savings had been achieved at the next tier of management, with
a reduction from ten Head of Service posts down to seven via natural wastage, and
no salary increase for those posts.

*53

Forward Plan
Members noted the forward plan. The Chairman highlighted the next meeting for
the Committee on the Local Plan, on the 9 December at 10.00am.

Chairman .................................................

Date ..............................................................
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL

Minutes of a Special Meeting of the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee held
at Knowle, Sidmouth on 9 December 2011
Present:

Councillors:
Stuart Hughes (Chairman)
John Humphreys (Vice Chairman)
Mike Allen
Peter Bowden
Derek Button
David Chapman
Roger Giles

Brenda Taylor
Eileen Wragg
Tom Wright

Officers:
Matt Dickins – Planning Policy Manager
Kate Little – Head of Economy
Debbie Meakin – Democratic Services Officer
Also Present

Apologies:

Councillors:
David Atkins
Ray Bloxham
Iain Chubb
Alan Dent
Martin Gammell
Steve Gazzard
Stephanie Jones

Andrew Moulding
Frances Newth
Helen Parr
Ken Potter
Philip Skinner
Mark Williamson

Committee Members:
Deborah Custance Baker
Vivien Duval Steer
Mike Howe
Sheila Kerridge
David Key
John O’Leary
Graham Troman
Claire Wright

The meeting started at 10.05am and ended at 12.50pm.

*54

Public Question Time
There were no questions from the public.
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Councillors:
Geoff Chamberlain
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*55

*56

Declarations of Interest
Councillor/
Officer
Cllr Peter
Bowden

Minute
number
57

Type of
interest
Personal

Cllr Derek
Button
Cllr Roger
Giles

57

Personal

57

Personal

Nature of interest
Ownership of an orchard outside
Whimple’s building line, in the area
identified in the plan.
Member lives in a Conservation Area
and Listed Building
Member is Governor of King’s School
and a Devon County Councillor.

Postponement of scrutiny of local plan production
The Chairman told the Committee that he had decided to postpone the item on the
Local Plan production to a later meeting in the New Year. His reason for this
postponement was to allow the Local Plan to undergo consultation and response
analysis before the Committee started to scrutinise how the plan was produced. He
did not wish for any scrutiny undertaken at that point to in any way cast doubt on
the plan out for consultation, particularly after the extensive work undertaken by the
Local Development Framework Panel as part of that production.

*57

Local Plan – consultation on the Vision
The Chairman outlined the purpose of the meeting to feed back the Committee’s
view on the overall vision for the District, during the consultation period. He
reminded Ward Members of their right to respond directly to the consultation on
matters relating specifically to their own ward.
Vision for East Devon
Clarification was given relating to housing figures for the Cranbrook development.
The Committee raised concern or suggested amendment on the following:
 Wording of paragraphs 3.9 and 3.10 of the Local Plan could be interpreted
as significant growth only being at the West End, with this area being overemphasised. Suggested re-wording of the document was put forward and
agreed by the Committee: replacing para. 3.9 “East Devon” with “In the West
End”; and replacing para 3.10 “East Devon” with “In the rest of the District” to
make clear that other growth was planned in the remainder of the District;
 The map showing “At a glance guide to the latest development proposals”
contained an error in the Ottery St Mary box and the words “new highquality” should be replaced with “improved”;
 Paragraph 3.8 should now reference the Localism Act as 2011, not 2012;
 Councillor Button felt the housing figures were still too high for the District;
 Councillor Giles expressed his view that the housing figure for Ottery St Mary
was too high.
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*57

Local Plan – consultation on the Vision (continued)
Overall Spatial Strategy for Development in East Devon
The Committee raised concern, appreciation, or suggested amendment on the
following:
 Councillor Button re-iterated his view that the housing figures were too high
for the District and suggested an overall figure of 12,500 was more
appropriate;
 Councillor Giles paid tribute to, and recognised the issues faced by, the LDF
Panel in trying to balance the competing demands between protecting the
environment, and providing growth with development. He agreed that the
overall housing figure was still too high;
 There was recognition that the plan was a living document, and depending
on the economic climate, be reviewed to reflect changing housing numbers.
Should this review be highlighted in the plan to make the public aware that
the figures would be revised as necessary in the future?
 The plan worked to clearly define where in the district development was not
wanted;
 The plan gave the District the opportunity to be ready for development once
the economic climate improved;
 Move and improve paragraphs 6.12 and 6.13, to be placed alongside
paragraphs 6.2 and 6.3 to create a link.
Scale and Distribution of Development in East Devon
The Committee raised concern, or suggested amendment on the following:
 Devon County Council input as the Education Authority was needed to
provide specific detail on education requirements for each settlement –
would education provision be enough for the growth predicted?
 With recent changes – such as status schools, school catchments areas, GP
commissioning, Police and Fire Service restructures – the Committee
recognised that each settlement needed careful monitoring. Ward Members
must feed back local needs to the LDF Panel;
 The Westclyst site when developed could bring about traffic problems;
 Land identified within the plan as a longer term indication (that is after 2026)
should not be included in the plan as this could lead to confusion;
 Protection of land adjacent to airport, as homes built too close to it would
lead to noise complaints.
Proposed employment land allocations
The Committee raised concern, or suggested amendment on the following:
 The Devon County Council response to the Issues and Options paper was
that provision of employment land away from the West End could be
prejudiced by the strong provision at the West End;
 Classification of employment land should be clear; many settlements wanted
more B1 (office) to bring in higher paid jobs. Members heard of two
examples of B8 (warehouse) uses, where extraction of goods was a very
technical operation, and more sophisticated than the normal perception of
such “shed” employment land;
 Current market investment for employment land centered around B8
classification;
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*57

Local Plan – consultation on the Vision (continued)


Views of Town Councils and Chambers of Commerce was valued during the
consultation, although it was accepted that not all business were represented
by a Chamber of Commerce.

Built-up Area Boundaries
In response to a question about neighbourhood plans, the Committee was
reminded of the process that a settlement would have to take if they wanted
development outside the built up boundary. This included the neighbourhood plan
surviving inspection and 50% of the electorate agreeing with the change – this
would then lead to a revision of the boundary.
The Committee also felt that there existed a common misconception that a town or
parish could amend their housing allocation (in the example quoted, to a higher
figure) purely by creating a neighbourhood plan with their desired figure. This could
be dispelled during this consultation period.
Many of the Committee felt that the retention of built up boundaries was important
to help ensure growth was regulated whilst enabling communities to retain their
amenity areas.
Sustainable Development
Generally the Committee was in agreement with the draft strategy on sustainable
development proposed.
Concern was raised for settlements where no sizeable development was proposed.
If these settlements could not raise money from developments for social facilities,
there were very limited options to raise money. Often communities had to
undertake fundraising.
Balanced Communities
In answer to a question about development type to retain young families, Matt
Dickins responded with some of the options that could be used. These included an
element of affordable housing, housing types, and location of development being
close to areas of employment. Most homes would always be on the open market
and subject to market forces, so it was a difficult task to retain young families.
Financing sheltered housing development was also discussed. The limitations of
financing, such as a section 106 funds needing a direct link, or the priority pulls on
Community Infrastructure Levy, were outlined.
The Committee welcomed the strong emphasis in the plan both on young people,
and the elderly. Some examples of the need to help people to stay within their
community throughout their lives were shared with the Committee. Housing for the
elderly in villages was identified as a serious problem by the Committee and the
Chairman agreed for this to be added to the forward plan for future debate.
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*57

Local Plan – consultation on the Vision (continued)
Protection and enhancement of the environment
The Committee was generally happy with the draft strategy proposed, and
suggested amendment on the following:
 Include special areas of conservation and other wildlife sites under (6);
 Expand the strategy to incorporate more of chapter 18 from the plan,
bringing the principles of the AONBs to the rest of the District.
The Chairman thanked the Committee for their debate, and informed them that the
minutes from the meeting would be fed directly into the consultation. He thanked,
on behalf of the Committee, Councillor Mike Allen for his work as Chairman of the
Local Development Framework Panel. He recognised that it had been a difficult job
in analysing the evidence and taking into account the views of both Members and
Town and Parish Councils.
Councillor Mike Allen, in response, thanked the LDF Panel; the Head of Economy;
and the Planning Policy Manager and his team for their work. The Committee
completed the meeting by applauding those involved in the preparation and
production of the Local Plan.

Chairman .................................................

Date ..............................................................
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Preface

Councillor Tim Wood
Chairman of the Leisure East Devon Task and Finish Forum
Members: Geoff Chamberlain, David Chapman, Vivien Duval Steer, Sheila Kerridge

The Task and Finish Forum was set up to review the functioning of Leisure East Devon and
examine how well its activities related to the needs and requirements of East Devon District
Council and residents in the area. It was not set up because of any major concerns regarding
its performance but rather because a significant period had elapsed since its creation. Indeed,
Leisure East Devon has performed well since its creation and has rightly built up useful
reserves while adhering to the financial and other agreements made with the Council.
However it is now some years since the setting up of LED and it was considered time to review
progress and consider whether some of the activities merited review. Ensuring the provision
of satisfactory leisure facilities is an important aspect of any district council role and in a tourist
and holiday area such as East Devon it is a vital matter. It is desirable to consider from time to
time whether the facilities and activities remain appropriate for the needs and wishes of both
residents and visitors. LED has rightly been considering such matters and has brought forward
a variety of proposals to enhance and modify its facilities, particularly in Exmouth.
Even though the general national financial position is very difficult at present, it is sensible to
have carefully thought out plans ready for when development opportunities do arise. In that
way if finance does become available, improvements can be made without delay. It is
obviously necessary to ensure either that the new or improved facilities make financial sense
or that they meet much needed social improvement for residents.
In these respects good cooperation needs to continue between the District Council and LED.
There is no doubt that the Council, as well as LED, want to see innovations and change in
leisure facilities better to meet the needs and wishes of residents and visitors. With the people
now in place, there is every reason to believe that excellent progress can be made in the
coming years. It is hoped that the suggestions made in the following pages make a
contribution.

Tim Wood
November 2011
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Recommendations
The Forum recommends the following, based on their interviews, findings and consultation;
(1)

that the Chief Executive of Leisure East Devon be congratulated and supported for his
innovative leadership and drive to seek opportunities for growth, increase profit and
reduce costs during difficult trading times;

(2)

that the dedicated and effective work of the Monitoring Group and LED Trustees be
acknowledged;

(3)

that LED be assured that the Council was positive about LED’s approach to identifying
and progressing innovative and proactive leisure activities, which reflected local
demand and leisure ‘trends’, to protect the viability of the service provided within the
terms of the Service Level Agreement

(4)

that East Devon District Council and LED review and, where necessary, modify and
update the Service Level Agreement made on the setting up of LED as to the role and
responsibilities of LED in relation to the provision of leisure services in East Devon. The
review should be carried out by the end of 2012 with any financial implications being
included in the preparation of the Council’s 2013/2014 budget.

(5)

that, in addition to the review outlined in (4) above, the long term dual‐ use
arrangements with schools/colleges should be reviewed as soon as the position in
respect of their Academy status is clarified. Both the Council and LED need to be
proactive in investigating how satisfactory the dual role arrangements continue to be in
each case.

(6)

that LED provide the Monitoring Group with additional accounting detail, including a
breakdown of income and expenditure from specific activities within the centres to
help inform judgements of the LED Board and the Council regarding any proposed
changes to future provision;

(7)

that LED provide the Monitoring Group with accounting details for their information to
show the effect that subsidies have on the profitability of activities/classes;

(8)

that central office overheads be proportionally allocated across the LED portfolio
realistically to reflect profit and losses within budget heads;

(9)

that LED give consideration to improvements to the current catering arrangements at
some Centres to generate additional income;

(10)

that LED should consider whether to widen the marketing of the East Devon Tennis
Centre to increase the knowledge and usage of the facility;

(11)

that Members generally be made aware of the significant contribution of £2M per year
the Council makes to the provision of sport and leisure within the district through
support to LED and the cost of on‐going maintenance/repair of the 11 Centres.
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Review Approach
How does the review relate to the Corporate Strategy?
The Council’s third priority, “Excellent Services for our Customers”, directly relates to this
review – in ensuring that the service received by Leisure East Devon customers meets the
requirements of the Council including provision for disadvantaged groups.

Scope of the review
Scoping is purely a term to define how the review is to be undertaken. The Forum agreed the
scope at their first meeting, making clear what was included; but also just as crucially, what
was not. The agreed scope of the review is set out below:
Broad topic area:

Service Level Agreement (SLA) between EDDC and Leisure East
Devon (LED); and the financial contribution made by EDDC

Specific area to explore
within topic area:



Areas NOT covered by
the review:



Desired outcomes of
the review:

Who should be
consulted for evidence



that sufficient monitoring of the SLA is in place;
that there is confidence in LED delivering the service on
behalf of the authority in line with the SLA.




Financial contribution level ( this has already been
determined by the budget process);
Determination of pricing structures;
Determination of types of leisure activities provided.



Satisfaction that sufficient monitoring is in place on the SLA;



Confidence that the EDDC’s subsidy to LED ensures that a
greater number of facilities are available across the district;
for extended hours than elsewhere; and preferential rates
are aimed at more disadvantaged groups who can access
those facilities through the passport to leisure scheme.

Leisure East Devon Monitoring Group – Councillors David Cox and
Peter Sullivan;
Chief Executive of EDDC
Chief Executive of LED

What evidence already
exists (consultation,
good practice
examples)

Health and Fitness Omnibus Survey 11 (Sept 2010)

What experts are
needed to help with the
review:

Head of Finance

LED Customer Usage 2006 – 2010
Quarterly monitoring reports made to LED Monitoring Group
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What other resources
are needed:

Democratic Services officers to minute meetings and assist in
drafting final report.

Undertaken by the
Committee or is a TAFF
required:

Task and Finish Forum agreed by the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee on 9 June 2011

Timescale including
start date:

9 August , 6 September , 4 October , 1 November 2011

Who are the
recommendations
being reported to:

Overview and Scrutiny Committee

Evidence sources
The Forum gained a good understanding of the history of leisure provision by the Council, and
the process undertaken to reach the present arrangements, from Mark Williams, Chief
Executive.

The Forum interviewed the EDDC Councillors on the LED Monitoring Group, Councillors David
Cox and Peter Sullivan to examine how the Monitoring Group role was undertaken and to be
assured that the arrangements with LED delivered its desired outcomes as defined in the
Service Level Agreement. The Panel was provided with recent quarterly monitoring reports –
expenditure and income (the Monitoring Group met on a quarterly basis to monitor budget
and usage information) and the yearly audited accounts for detailed consideration.

Peter Gilpin, Chief Executive of Leisure East Devon was invited to answer specific questions
regarding the centres, dual‐use with schools, and the future for the charitable trust. Members
asked a wide range of questions in respect of discount arrangements in place, pricing reviews,
catering, constraints (including the current difficult financial climate, ageing Centres and loss‐
making facilities which included the Swimming Pools), sustainability, dual‐use facilities and
future plans.

The Property Services Manager and Head of Finance were invited to a meeting of the Forum to
answer questions on future plans for the maintenance of the Centres and replacement of
equipment. The Panel wanted to find out details of future programmes because they
appreciated the importance of planning ahead; deferring maintenance work could result in
future significant repair or replacement requirements.
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Findings
Robust monitoring in place
Councillors Cox and Sullivan advised the Forum that good accounting systems were in place
and detailed financial reports were made available. The information provided enabled the
Group to monitor the Trust’s social responsibilities as set out in the Service Level Agreement.
The Forum was told that the Board gave very careful consideration to pricing and was sensitive
to financial pressures and competition from other providers. It was looking to improve and
extend its portfolio of leisure facilities and continually reviewed the need to spread financial
risk, seek out new areas of potential demand and reduce running costs. The Councillors had
confidence in the Board and in the LED Chief Executive.
The Forum was provided with copies of the financial reports that the Board received on a
monthly basis. It was clear that the reports were extensive and detailed and capable of
showing income and expenditure variations from budget.

The Service Level Agreement between LED and EDDC
The Forum looked at the Service Level Agreement made by the District Council at the time of
the setting up of LED. The Forum concluded that the agreement was very satisfactory but
there were implicit assumptions within it as, for example, it did not place any specific
requirement on LED to provide swimming facilities. There was an underlying presumption that
LED would continue to provide much the same facilities as well as continue to give support to
needy residents. In relation to subsidised provision for the elderly and others on low incomes,
the Forum was assured that LED continued to aid those in need. It appeared that LED had
fulfilled not only the words of the agreement but also the spirit of it and that was to be
strongly commended.
However, the Forum felt there was a case for the Council to review and more clearly spell out
its leisure policy and its expectation of leisure provision in a revised SLA. Such a revised
agreement could set out the possible opportunities for change and development as well as
indicating the requirements that the Council had of LED. It was noted that the Council
continued to be supportive of appropriate innovation and change in leisure provision based on
sound commercial and social evidence, within the terms of the SLA.

Evaluating the Success or Otherwise of the Various Leisure Activities
In relation to the larger leisure centres, it was less clear from the analyses which activities were
the most or least successful from a financial point of view. Although the analyses showed the
level of income directly attributable to the various activities, the activities were not separated
into individual profit centres and costs associated with the activities were not shown against
the activities. The impression gained by the Forum was that the base figures were sufficiently
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detailed to enable further analyses to be made without imposing substantial extra
management burdens.
As regards income, there has rightly been a move to encourage customer use of a
comprehensive membership package. While this makes it more difficult to assess the level of
income that can be attributed to individual activities, it may nevertheless be worthwhile to
make a rough assessment of such figures.
As it is, while it was validly stated that swimming activities were almost invariably loss makers,
it was not entirely clear how severe that loss was nor was it readily possible to come to a
conclusion on the financial performance of other lesser activities in the major leisure centres.
Thus, although the information available was very satisfactory to control and monitor existing
activities, it was less easy to form a financial judgement on the merits of expanding some
activities or considering whether others need to be scrutinised for their value. However, the
Forum was assured that the new computer system would be able to provide a useful level of
break‐down detail.
The other feature of the financial monitoring information was that the central administrative
costs were not cross charged to the various profit centres. Thus, a casual look at the finances
of an activity might suggest it was profitable whereas the inclusion of apportionment of central
costs would give a very different picture.
In relation to the overall finances of LED’s activities, it was noted that the Council provided a
subsidy of about £1.15M, which was about 20% of LED income. This figure had been gradually
reduced over the years since LED began operating independently and LED should be
congratulated on modestly reducing its dependence on Council financing whilst at the same
time building up some financial reserves. A further important point was that the Council
remained responsible for the major maintenance of LED’s buildings and facilities. The cost to
the Council of this maintenance varied from year to year but was of the order of £1m per
annum.

The management and financing of Dual Use Facilities
Some concern was expressed by Councillors Cox and Sullivan regarding the arrangements that
exist relating to facilities that are used by both schools and LED. The TAFF was given the
impression that, in some instances, schools regarded the facilities as theirs and they were not
always as helpful and cooperative as they might be in relation to the LED usage of the facility.
Furthermore, significant issues arose from time to time in relation to the maintenance and
enhancement of facilities. While the joint usage arrangements provided sporting opportunities
that might not otherwise be available to a local community, management and other costs were
higher than was satisfactory. It was suggested that the Council, with LED, should take a
proactive role in reviewing existing dual use arrangements and, in so doing, also take account
of the implications of possible academy status in schools and colleges.
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Operating in the current financial climate
As noted earlier, the Council’s £l.15M subsidy represented approximately 20% of LED income.
Although the Council had committed to the level of subsidy before the Comprehensive
Spending Review, LED understood the financial strain on the Council and had voluntarily
agreed to a reduction of 25% over 5 years. As a consequence, the Trust had prepared a 5 year
business plan to address the funding shortfall. Steps to control costs included introducing
changes to staffing terms and conditions and developing energy consumption schemes. Steps
being taken to generate regular income included increasing the membership base by use of
incentives.
After detailed examination of the accounts, the Panel felt that Peter Gilpin was leading an
innovative team and looking for opportunities for expansion in business at the same time as
reducing costs. Swimming pools were not profitable facilities but steps were being taken to
keep losses in check.

Maintenance and replacement
Most of the centres (other than the Tennis Centre and Colyton facility) were 25‐30 years old.
They needed to be regularly maintained and up‐graded to keep them ‘fit for purpose’. The
facilities had been well maintained to date but were ageing. The necessary programme of
maintenance and replacement was constrained by the difficult financial climate in which the
Centres were operating, and the Council’s budget.
A 5‐year maintenance and replacement programme was in place based on a condition survey.
Anticipated life of replacement and repaired equipment was understood together with
opportunities taken to improve efficiency and insulation and therefore reduce future running
costs. However cost of on‐going maintenance and improvement was a significant budget
commitment.

Major Developments
LED presented papers indicating that considerable thought had been given to significant
developments at some of its locations. In particular, outline architectural plans had been
produced for a major enhancement to the Exmouth swimming and sports facilities. These
would involve the spending of a few million pounds and the source of such funding had still to
be established. It may be that other town developments will help to finance such work but
these were issues that clearly were of very major importance not only to LED but also to the
Council and the locations served.
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of a meeting of the East Devon Recycling and Refuse
Partnership Board, held at Knowle, Sidmouth on 15 December 2011
Present:

Councillors:
Iain Chubb – Portfolio Holder, Environment (Chairman)
David Cox – Portfolio Holder, Finance
Geoff Pook
Honorary Alderman Ron Mudge

Also present:

Councillors:
Roger Giles – Recycling Member Champion
Steve Gazzard

SITA:

Rick Aldridge – Senior Contract Manager
Dave Swire – Regional Manager

Officers

Andrew Hancock - StreetsSene Manager
Steve Joyce – Waste Management Officer
Denise Lyon – Deputy Chief Executive
Simon Smale – Head of Environment
Hannah Whitfield – Assistant Democratic Service Officer

Apologies:

Councillor Chris Wale
Paul Deakin – Waste and Recycling Manager
Cherise Foster – Customer Service Manager

The meeting started 10.00 am and finished at 11.50 am.
*33

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting of the Recycling and Refuse Partnership Board held on
25 October 2011 were agreed and signed as a true record.
Waste Collections in the Colony area, Exmouth
In response to a request for an update on waste collections in the Colony area in
Exmouth the Senior Contract Manager informed Members that letters had been
sent to residents advising that rear refuse collections would be reinstated between
Church Street and Hartopp Road from next week.
The Board asked that any letters sent to residents in future regarding changes to
recycling and waste collections also be copied to Ward Members, as residents
would often contact them in the first instance with any questions/complaints and
therefore was important that they had up to date information to give out. Councillor
Steve Gazzard, Ward Member for Exmouth Town, expressed appreciation and
thanks on behalf of the two other Exmouth Town Ward Members and residents
concerned for listening and taking on board the comments made.
RESOLVED:

1. that a copy of the letter sent to residents receiving the
reinstated rear refuse collections be sent to Exmouth
Town Ward Members;
2. that any correspondence sent to residents in future
regarding changes to their recycling and refuse
collections be copied to relevant Ward Members.
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*33

Minutes cont…
Cardboard and mixed plastics collections in Beer
The future collection of cardboard was discussed later in the agenda, however the
Board was advised that a leaflet had been sent to all residents within the trial area
thanking them for their participation and informing them that the results of the trail
were currently being collated to assess whether the option of collecting the
additional materials was viable. A survey would be sent to residents within the trial
area early in the New Year to gather feedback. The Board felt it was important that
this feedback was sent to the press in order to communicate to residents that steps
were being taken to establish the viability of introducing the additional materials.
RESOLVED: that the Communications Officer write a press article on the
cardboard and mixed plastics trial in Beer and feed back
the information gained from residents from the survey that
followed.

Audit of Waste Management Service
The Waste and Recycling Manager would update Members on progress made with
the recommendations identified during the audit of the Waste Management Service
at the next Board meeting.
RESOLVED: that a progress update on the action plan from the internal audit
of Waste Management Service be included on the next Board
agenda.

*34

Details of missed collections (Recycling and Refuse)
Missed collections data for recycling and refuse was circulated to the Board.
The StreetScene Manager reported that since June 2011 the number of missed
refuse collections had slowly increased month on month and focus would be placed
upon addressing reasons for this increase in the New Year. A majority of missed
collections were reported on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Members were told that
compared with the beginning of 2011 the number of missed collections had
decreased significantly and to put it into perspective equated to approximately 0.2%
of the total number of households.
The Board discussed possible reasons for the increase in missed refuse collections.
In the past there had been issues with the same people reporting missed bins that
were not true missed collections, for example due to a bin not being placed out on
time. However this list of repeat reports had reduced. If a crew was running behind
schedule they were requested to contact the Customer Service Centre to advise so
that this information could be passed onto any residents that contacted the Council.
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*34

Details of missed collections (Recycling and Refuse) cont…
Senior Contract Manager, SITA, felt that the number of missed collections had
increased since side waste collections had been re-introduced as it had led to
confusion amongst crews and residents. Crews were being told to go back and
collect side waste and this was being logged as a missed collection. Issues of
missed collections with individual crews were dealt with promptly. Nationally it was
recognised that there was a greater issue of missed collections in more urban areas
and that Bank Holidays would result in increased reports of missed collections as
residents did not always read the information provided. Members felt there may be
a number of factors influencing the increase which needed to be investigated to
prevent the trend from continuing.
The number of missed recycling collections reported continued to decrease.
In response to a question regarding reasons for missed assisted collections, the
Senior Contract Manager advised that crews were provided with a list containing
addresses of all assisted collections on their route, however occasionally bins were
not left in the same place or could not be accessed. Crews had been asked to ring
the Customer Service Centre if they could not access bins at a property on the
assisted list so that it could be logged accordingly. If a missed assisted collection
was reported the same crew was asked to collect the missed bin so they became
familiar with where the bin was located – it was hoped this would help to drive the
missed assisted collection figure down. Use of an electronic system held in the cab
of recycling and refuse vehicles which would allow crews to check off assisted
collections on route was suggested. Steps undertaken by other local authorities to
address issues such as missed bin collections were highlighted, which included
micro chipping bins.
A Member of the Board commented that it would be helpful to know the cost for a
missed collection. The Senior Contract Manager reported that since fuel analysis
systems had been installed on recycling and refuse vehicles the volume of fuel
used had decreased. Over the last quarter fuel costs had stablised which would
allow SITA to have a better idea of the savings made following the introduction of
the system. Fuel usage/costs were sent through in a KPI reported to the Waste and
Recycling Manager monthly.
The Board discussed the length of time taken to update the assisted collection list
from when information was received by EDDC as it was felt that this might be a
factor affecting the number of missed assisted collections. The Waste Management
Officer advised that individual assisted collections were reviewed yearly.
The Deputy Chief Executive advised that the Waste Team was in the early stage of
a Systems Thinking review and missed collections would be a target area during
this process.
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*34

Details of missed collections (Recycling and Refuse) cont…
RESOLVED:

*35

1. that the missed collections data for recycling and
refuse collections be circulated electronically to the
Board;
2. that a breakdown of missed collections for each of
the rounds be presented at future meetings;
3. that missed bin collections continue to be monitored
closely and reasons for increases missed refuse
collections be investigated;
4. that a copy of the KPI report sent to the Waste and
Recycling Manager monthly also be circulated to
Board Members.

Cardboard and mixed plastics collections – the future options
The trial, which had taken place in Beer over the past three months, to establish the
viability of adding cardboard and mixed plastic to recycling collections had ended.
Approximately 43% of properties within the trial area had participated. Calculations
using data from the trial showed that including these materials in recycling
collections across the district would equate to an additional 33.89 tonnes of
recycling material per week (1500 tonnes per year)
Initial discussions had been held with SITA to establish whether introducing such a
scheme would be feasible and affordable and they had felt that they might have
some vehicles in their fleet which could offer a solution particularly for the collection
of cardboard. Three options were set out in a report to the Board which were an
initial view for considering whether finance could be made available and whether
Members wished to progress cardboard collection for the whole district. They were
the use of split bodied refuse freighters, the use of caged vehicles to collect
cardboard and placing recycling banks in the main towns. The Senior Contract
Manager advised that since the report had been produced there was the possibility
of another option, which might also offer the opportunity to introduce collection of
mixed plastics, however it could not be confirmed until the New Year.
The importance of having the survey results for the Beer trial to help establish a net
increase figure in material collected was highlighted.
RESOLVED: that the Waste and Recycling Manager continue negotiations
with SITA to find an affordable option to introduce cardboard
collections (and possibly mixed plastics collections) across the
district and present a further report to the Board in
January/February 2012.
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*36

Side waste – the process
At their last meeting the Board had discussed at length recent problems arising
from publicity surrounding the Council’s existing policy in respect of not collecting
side waste and the stickers and letters used in the process to inform residents of
this policy. Since this publicity the amount of side waste left for collection had
escalated. The StreetScene Manager explained that since the last meeting, the
Deputy Chief Executive, Waste Team and Communications Officer had revised the
process and a proposed way forward for dealing with side waste, which was set out
in a report (Appendix 1) circulated to the Board.
The Board discussed the proposed revised process and way forward at length,
including the use of stickers, wording of the letters and when to implement the no
side waste policy. The Board noted that both the side waste information and
enforcement letters had been re-written to reflect the values of the Council. The
Council wished to engage with residents on how they could reduce their landfill
before any enforcement action was taken.
The Senior Contract Manager confirmed that normal collections would commence
from 16 January – not implementing the no side waste policy for two weeks from
this date allowed a grace period for all residents following the Christmas period.
The environmental, financial and moral reasons for not collecting side waste were
reiterated – the aim was to achieve further reductions in waste sent to landfill and
encourage residents to use their recycling facilities.

RESOLVED:

1. that the flowchart (Appendix 2) setting out the
process for dealing with side waste be agreed
subject to the following amendments:
 From 6 February 2012 no side waste would be
collected – all side waste would be collected
up until this date;
 Sticker A (side waste removed) - not being
used at all in the process;
2. that reasons for not collecting side waste in
enforcement letter (letter 2) be included in the side
waste information letter (letter 1);
3. that prior to 6 February press releases be issued,
including on the website and radio, advising that side
waste would not be collected from this date;
4. that District Councillors and district-wide Waste and
Recycling Champions be sent the revised process for
dealing with side waste to enable them to feed the
information to people within their communities.
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*37

Bank Holiday working – June 2012
Members considered a report from the Waste and Recycling Manager which set out
a proposal for managing recycling and refuse collections with an additional Bank
Holiday, for the Queen’s Jubilee, on 5 June. Members were advised that the late
spring Bank Holiday had been postponed by a week to the 4 June to give a four day
weekend. It was explained that if both these days were non-collective days the
catch up process would take 2 weeks as collections would be delayed by two days
– similar to Christmas collections. A decision needed to be made to allow for the
changes to collections during this time to be included in a leaflet accompanying the
Council Tax bills to residents.
The proposal to the Board was that collections on the 4 June would be delayed by 1
day with collections taking place on the 5 June (Queen’s Jubilee). This would mean
collections would be caught up by 11 June and it was felt that it terms of delivering
the service it would cause less disruption and confusion to residents. The
associated costs were advised. SITA were happy with the proposal and advised
that a majority of other local authorities were also collecting refuse and recycling
collections on 5 June.
RESOLVED: that proposal to collect recycling and waste on the Queen’s
Jubilee Bank Holiday (5 June 2012) and associated increased
costs be agreed by the Recycling and Refuse Partnership Board,
subject to Devon County Council gaining relevant planning
permissions.

*38

Waste and Recycling Champions report
The Board had agreed at their last meeting for an evening meeting to be arranged
for those parish and town council representatives that had advised they would be
interested in becoming Waste and Recycling Champions. The Member Champion
for Recycling advised that a successful evening had been held on 16 November
with approximately 10 representatives in attendance as well as key officers, the
Environment Portfolio Holder and himself. Parish and Town Council representatives
present were keen to work with the District in informing their communities and
helping to increase recycling levels.
Another Waste and Recycling Champions’ meeting would be held in early 2012 for
those Parish/Town Council representatives who had been unable to attend the
meeting in November.
RESOLVED: that the notes from the Waste and Recycling Champions meeting
held on 16 November 2011 be included with the papers for the
next Board meeting.

*39

Update on overall performance
The Waste and Recycling Manager would present his report at the next Board
meeting.

*40

Update from SITA
The Senior Contract Manager would present his report at the next Board meeting.
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*41

Any other business
Damage to refuse and recycling bins
The Board discussed costs of replacing damaged refuse and recycling bins. EDDC
on occasion received complaints above recycling bins being pushed along the
ground which could result in damage. The Senior Contract Manager advised that
SITA had been working with EDDC to find more robust recycling bins, however
there was a limit to the weight that operatives could carry. An alternative was to look
at purchasing ‘slave boxes’, of a different colour to recycling bins, which operatives
would use to transfer recyclable materials from the green recycling bins. Any ‘slave
boxes’ used would need to be clearly labeled with the word ‘recycling’.
Systems Thinking
The Deputy Chief Executive had advised earlier in the meeting that the Waste
Management Team was starting the Systems Thinking process. The Team was
beginning the ‘check’ phase which involved gathering information. An update on
the findings would be given at the next meeting.
RESOLVED: that a Systems Thinking update be included on the agenda for
the next Board meeting.

*42

Next meeting
RESOLVED

that the next meeting of the Recycling and Refuse Partnership
Board be held on 15 February 2012, 10am, in the Committee
Room.

Chairman ………………………………………….
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Report to Waste & Recycling Partnership Board
15th December 2011
Since the earlier process of dealing with side waste encountered some issues, the Waste Team and the
Communications Officer have reviewed the process and have set out a proposed way forward which is
shown in this document.

Previous side waste process
Stickers
Initially, sticker ‘A’ was to be placed on every wheeled bin in East Devon over a two week period. However
this was changed to sticker ‘A’ only being placed on the resident’s bins if they were putting out side waste.
All side waste was removed during this two week period.
After this two week period SITA were instructed not to take side and Sticker ‘B’ was used on the sidewaste bags. The stickers made the residents aware that the excess waste would not be taken and
encouraged them to contact us to discuss any difficulties they may be having with managing their waste.
Arrangements were then made to collect this waste using additional waste collections or posting out
temporary refuse sacks.
Contacting the residents
Waste Management Officers contacted 317 properties who had presented side waste. The breakdown of
this is:


WMO sent 287 letters by post to properties that presented 1-2 bags of side waste.



WMOs visited and delivered letters to 30 properties that had presented 3 or more bags of side
waste. On speaking to the residents WMOs dealt with any issues of capacity face to face and
removed the waste.

No further data was collected as we were asked to stop after these 2 weeks.

Response from residents following contact
176 households who contacted us qualified for a larger bin (compared with 92 requests for the previous 6
weeks). This is almost double compared to our normal number of requests. We believe this is due to the
council raising the profile of side waste.
20 households who didnt qualify for larger capacity felt they could cope following advice given by the
CSAs and WMOs (in the same 6 week period).
15 households who didnt qualify for larger capacity accepted the offer of a waste review. (This compares
with 8 reviews in the previous 6 weeks.)
38 households were offered ‘Additional Waste’ collections to help clear their backlog of side waste
(compared to 88 cases in the previous 6 weeks.)
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Waste Reviews
If a resident does not qualify for a larger bin we discuss with them further options, ie recycling centres and
waste reduction tips. If they are doing all they can they are offered a waste review.
WMOs will discuss with the resident on the phone or face to face the reason for a waste review and how a
waste review is carried out. A waste review is not carried out unless the resident has agreed.
So far WMOs have completed 76 waste reviews. 75% of which have been turned down for larger capacity
due to the resident not recycling all they can or not compressing waste. For those that we do turn down
we do offer additional help with increasing recycling and also an additional waste review if they disagree
with the results of the 1st review.

Proposal
The proposal is that the Board reviews the process, discusses and agrees the communication they would
like Waste Management to use.
We propose the Board debate what communication method we use during the 2 week grace period prior
to stopping side waste collections. Either the use of sticker ‘A’ placed only on bins from those households
that are putting side waste out. Or, the use of a letter sent to the householder giving the same information.
The side waste will be removed on this occasion.
After the 2 weeks grace period we propose to use sticker ‘B’ on all side waste bags placed out by the
resident. This time the waste will be left and communications with the householder will be as per flow
chart.
Our aim is to achieve further reductions in waste being sent to landfill and to encourage householders to
use recycling facilities.
Please flow chart of proposal which includes the sticker option.
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Sticker A – Side waste removed

Sticker B – Side waste not collected
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First enforcement letter (letter #2)
Side Waste Information Letter
(Letter #1)
Date:
Contact number: 01395 571515
E-mail:
waste@eastdevon.gov.uk
Direct Fax:
01395 517425
Our Reference:
Your Reference:

East Devon District Council
Knowle
Sidmouth
Devon
EX10 8HL

Important Information

DX 48705 Sidmouth
Tel: 01395 516551
www.eastdevon.gov.uk

Dear
Collection of Landfill Waste
Firstly, if you are one of the many households who have helped us increase recycling and reduce
landfill waste, thank you. We don’t want to let Devon go to waste, so reducing the amount of landfill
waste you put out for collection is better for the environment.
Occasionally, people leave bags of waste next to their East Devon landfill bin/gull sack, and as a
goodwill gesture, we have collected these in the past. However, waste in bags sometimes escapes
and causes litter problems in our towns. It is also adding to the cost of sending waste to landfill and
cleaning the streets. For these reasons, we want our residents to stop leaving out waste in bags
and to only use their bin/gull sack.

In future, we will only collect landfill waste that is inside the East Devon landfill bin/gull
sack we have given you, with the lid closed.

We think you may have left waste out in bags next to your bin recently, which is why we are writing
to you.
Our apologies if we have identified the wrong household. If it was you, you may find the enclosed
leaflet useful; we have worked with residents to put this leaflet together to help people reduce their
landfill waste. Please call us on 01395 571515 if you need any help.
Thanks again for your support and time.
Waste Management Team
East Devon District Council
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First enforcement letter (letter #2)

Date:
Contact number: 01395 571515
E-mail:
waste@eastdevon.gov.uk
Direct Fax:
01395 517425
Our Reference:
Your Reference:

East Devon District Council
Knowle
Sidmouth
Devon
EX10 8HL
DX 48705 Sidmouth
Tel: 01395 516551
www.eastdevon.gov.uk

Dear
Collection of landfill waste
We wrote to you recently about waste left in bags next to your East Devon landfill bin/gull sack.
Unfortunately, we cannot continue to collect landfill waste unless it is inside the East Devon
landfill bin/gull sack we have given you, with the lid closed.
Here are some reasons why we cannot continue to collect side waste:





Litter and rubbish escaping from bin bags is unsightly and costly to clear up
Sending waste to landfill produces harmful gases in the atmosphere
The financial costs of sending waste to landfill is increasing every year
Recycling saves resources, energy and money

Please do not leave any more waste in bags next to your East Devon landfill bin/gull
sack.

You can contact us on 01395 571515 if you need help or advice in managing your landfill waste.
By law, East Devon District Council has a duty to decide where residents have to leave their
landfill waste and recycling for collection, which containers they must use and when it will be
collected. If you want more information about this legal duty, you can find it in sections 45 and 46
of the Environmental Protection Act 1990.
I’m sorry I have had to write to you again, but if you ignore this letter, the Council may take further
action which could include a formal notice. Please do call us as we would prefer to help you
manage your waste.
Thank you for your help.
Waste Management Team
East Devon District Council
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2nd Enforcement Letter – Section 46 letter
(letter #3)
Date:
Contact number:
E-mail:
Direct Fax:

01395 571515
waste@eastdevon.gov.uk
01395 571425

Our Reference:
Your Reference:

East Devon District Council
Knowle
Sidmouth
Devon
EX10 8HL
DX 48705 Sidmouth
Tel: 01395 516551
www.eastdevon.gov.uk

Dear
Collection of landfill waste
We have noted that you put out waste on ......(date)………. that was not contained in the East
Devon landfill bin/gull sack with the lid closed. We have written to you twice to explain how and
where you must leave your waste ready for us to collect. We have also explained why it is
important that we reduce the amount of waste going to landfill by recycling more.
By law, you have a duty of care to make sure your waste is safely stored and placed out for
collection responsibly at the correct time. For you, this means:


Your waste must be contained in your East Devon landfill bin/gull sack with the lid closed
and should be placed at the boundary of your property on (day of the week and frequency)
no later than 7.00 am.



Containers should not be placed out for collection any earlier than 6.00 pm the evening
before the collection day.

If you continue to struggle with the capacity of your East Devon landfill bin/gull sack, please
contact us on 01395 571515. We will be happy to help and can discuss the options with you. We
would prefer to help you than serve you with a formal notice, however, if you continue to place
out waste that is not contained in the East Devon landfill bin/gull sack, we will serve you with a
formal notice requiring you to do so; breaching this notice could lead to a £100 Fixed Penalty
Notice under section 46 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990.

To stop us serving you with a formal notice, please make sure you do not place out
any more waste to the side of your bin and only use the East Devon landfill bin/gull
sack, with the lid closed, for your landfill waste.

Yours sincerely
(WMO name)
Waste Management Team
East Devon District Council
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3rd Enforcement Letter – Section 46 Notice with covering letter
(3 pages – letter #4)

REFUSE & RECYCLING WASTE FOR COLLECTION
Formal Notice under
Section 46 Environmental Protection Act 1990
To:
The occupier of:
1.

East Devon District Council would like to remind you that:
a. You must put your waste out for collection in the East Devon District Council landfill bin or gull
sack for landfill waste, the green recycling box for recycling and the blue food caddy for food
waste. These are the containers you must use for landfill waste and recycling collections in your
area.
b. Your landfill waste and recycling collection day is (day of week). Landfill waste is collected
(frequency) and recycling and food waste is collected weekly. Landfill waste and recycling must be
placed at the boundary of your home no earlier than 6.00pm on the evening before the collection,
and before 7.00am on the day of collection.

2.

Here is what you can put in your different containers:

Green recycling box:
Newspapers and magazines
Tins, cans, aerosols and foil
Glass bottles and jars
Textiles
Plastic bottles
Household batteries in a separate bag.
Blue food caddy:
Any food waste.
Landfill bin/gull sack:
Household waste which is not food waste or items that are suitable for recycling.
3.

You must NOT put the following into or next to the containers:

Refuse:
Bulky waste such as fridges, garden waste, cooking oil, engine oil or grease, asbestos, clinical
waste, waste from building construction or repair work or commercial waste.
Recycling:
Cardboard, wallpaper, mixed plastic, sanitary products, tissues or wrapping paper, broken glass,
plate glass, pyrex, cookware, mirrors, paint tins or oil cans
4.

You must take precautions when putting things that could cause injury in the landfill bin. For
example, you must wrap broken glass or other sharp objects to avoid injury to others.

Anyone who fails without reasonable excuse to comply with any of the requirements of this notice is
committing an offence that is punishable on conviction by a fine of up to £1,000.
Dated:

Signed:
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Appeals
You may appeal to a magistrates’ court against this notice within 21 days, starting on the date when the
notice was served on you. Appeals can be made on the grounds that:


The requirement is unreasonable.

Where an appeal against this notice is made:
a. this notice will not take effect until the appeal has been heard; and
b. the court either quashes or modifies the requirement or dismisses the appeal.
The question as to whether the kind or number of receptacles specified in the notice is unreasonable will
not be considered if the proceedings are for an offence under Section 46 (6) of the Environmental
Protection Act 1990 in respect of the notice.

If you wish to appeal, please write to:

Mr Paul Deakin
East Devon District Council
Waste Management
Room 227
Knowle
SIDMOUTH
EX10 8HL
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Cover letter

Date:
Contact number:
E-mail:
Direct Fax:

01395 571515
waste@eastdevon.gov.uk
01395 571425

East Devon District Council
Knowle
Sidmouth
Devon
EX10 8HL

Our Reference:
Your Reference:

DX 48705 Sidmouth
Tel: 01395 516551
www.eastdevon.gov.uk

Dear
Section 46 Environmental Protection Act 1990
On (date) we wrote to you to explain how we expect you to put out your landfill waste and
recycling ready for us to collect and that we may serve a formal notice under Section 46 of the
Environmental Protection Act 1990 if you do not do as asked.
Despite all our attempts to help you, you are still putting out landfill waste next to your bin.
I have enclosed a Formal Notice under the Environmental Protection Act section 46 (receptacles
for household waste) with this letter. Please take the time to read what you must do.
To avoid the possibility of a Fixed Penalty Notice of £100 or court action please make sure
you do what we have outlined in this Notice.
If you would like to discuss this matter please contact our Waste Management Team on 01395
571515.
Yours sincerely,

Waste Management Team
East Devon District Council
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Fixed Penalty Notice (FPN)
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From 26 Dec to 3 Feb - Collect all side waste:
(Press release and press advert to go out for the 16th Jan)

Appendix 2

Actions following once contact with customer:
First occurrence (from 6th Feb):






A: Capacity issues
“I have a large family”, “I have a medical condition”, “I have pets”,
“Child in nappies”

Customer
contacts us

SITA to NOT collect side waste
Place sticker on all side waste bags
SITA to report on Log
<3 bags post letter #1 and leaflet
3+ bags WMO to visit , letter #1 and leaflet –
remove waste

Solution:
Discuss on phone: Do they have all containers?
Are they recycling all they can? Alternative solutions such as recycling
centres.
If resident qualifies for a larger bin then a form will be sent out (capacity
based on number of residents at the property).
If resident does not qualify then a Waste Management Officer will
offer/suggest a Waste Review (see Appendix 1).
------------------B: One-off
“I have had a party”, “I have just moved in”, “I have had a clear out”.

Second occurrence (and no response following
letter#1):






Solution:
Discuss on phone alternative options and arrange one-off collection.

SITA to NOT collect side waste
Place sticker on all side waste bags
SITA to report on Log
<3 bags post letter #2 and leaflet
3+ bags WMO to visit , letter #2 and leaflet –
remove waste

-------------------C: No containers
“I don’t have bin/box/caddies”
Solution:
Order appropriate containers and arrange collection of excess waste.
------------------D: Not the residents waste
“It’s not my waste”
Solution:
Treat as fly-tip. Collect waste and gather evidence.

Third occurrence (and no response following
letter#2):








SITA to NOT collect side waste
Place sticker on all side waste bags
SITA to report on Log
2x WMO to visit properties
Collect evidence
Speak to resident and issue letter #3
If resident not in send letter #3 by recorded
delivery

Further occurrences:








SITA to NOT collect side waste
Place sticker on all side waste bags
SITA to report on Log
2x WMO to visit property
Continue to collect evidence
Attempt to speak to resident
Look for alternative methods of evidence such as
witness reports or admission

Gathered enough evidence
 2x WMO to visit property
 Issue letter #4
 Hand deliver or recorded delivery if not possible

Continues to place side waste out:
 2x WMO to visit property
 Issue FPN
 Hand deliver or recorded delivery if not possible
 Publicity around any FPNs that have been issued
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EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of a Meeting of the Member Development Working
Party held at Knowle, Sidmouth on 9 December 2011
Present:

Councillors:
Maddy Chapman
Christine Drew
Pat Graham
Stephanie Jones

Also present:

Councillor Andrew Moulding, Portfolio Holder – Strategic
Development and Partnerships
Alan Dent
Paul Diviani
Martin Gammell
Steve Gazzard
Sheila Kerridge
John O’Leary
Phil Twiss
Tom Wright
Diana Vernon Democratic Services Manager
Hannah Whitfield, Assistant Democratic Services Officer

Apologies

Councillors
Trevor Cope
Ian Thomas, Portfolio Holder – Corporate Services

The meeting started at 2.00 pm and ended at 3.45 pm.
1

Appointment of Chairman
In the absence of the Portfolio Holder – Corporate Services, Councillor Maddy
Chapman, Member Development Champion was appointed Chairman for the
meeting.

2

Background papers
The following papers had been included with the agenda to provide new members
with information on the Member Development initiative. The background papers
included were:





Member Development and Training Strategy
Member Development Working Group – terms of reference
Role and remit of the Member Development Member Champion
Notes of the last meeting of the Working Party held on 1 March 2011.

Members’ attention was drawn to the underlying aim of the Member Development
and Training Strategy which was to create a learning culture at East Devon District
Council that viewed continuous Member development as vital to its success.
The role and remit of the Member Development Member Champion was helpful in
identifying the importance of the Champion being proactive. She would promote
development benefits and liaise with Councillors about related issues and any
barriers that needed to be overcome.
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3

Working Party key achievements to date
Councillor Andrew Moulding had been invited to the meeting as the Working Party’s
previous Chairman. He outlined key achievements of the Working Party to date
including:
a) Work on the Welcome and Refresher Programme and Information File for newly
elected and re-elected Councillors prior to the May 2011 elections to make sure
all relevant issues were covered and to influence how this was to be presented.
b) Active involvement in the drive to change the culture of the Council to recognise
the value of on-going development.
c) Support and promotion of the ‘skills to share’ register to show that the Personal
Development Reviews were a two-way process – the Council could learn from
and use Councillors’ experience and expertise.
d) Review and support of the feedback/evaluation of learning – to recognise the
importance of long-term benefits.
e) Support of shared learning – those attending learning events and conferences
now report the key points and trends to all Councillors and relevant officers.
f) Successful award of the South West Charter for Member Development in 2010
which recognised that the Council was committed to Member Development, had
adopted a strategic Member-led approach and was using learning and
development to build capacity.
g) Part of the drive to cut print and post costs whilst recognising the needs of
individual Councillors.
RESOLVED

4

(1)

that, the Council structure (previously circulated with
the annual council papers) be re-issued to all
Councillors as a useful reference document;

(2)

that an up-dated Officer contact list be circulated to all
Councillors for their information.

Feedback from the 3-month Welcome/Refresher Programme
All Councillors had been invited to complete a questionnaire on the 3-month
welcome/refresher programme. The Working Party discussed the collated
feedback and lessons that could be learnt from what went well and what could be
improved. Councillors who had been elected for the first time in May 2011 had
been encouraged to attend the meeting to share their early experiences on the
Council. The Chairman invited comments from all present and the following issues
were raised:
a) In-house training had been relevant, focused and targeted.
b) Development opportunities outside the Council were helpful for networking
purposes and to enable delegates to share best practice and experience.
c) A varied programme helped to avoid information overload.
d) Targeted conference opportunities were offered following assessment of
their value, potential benefits and actual costs.
e) Experienced councillors had benefited from the programme as a refresher –
it was suggest that second time round training was particularly helpful. The
information could be put more readily into the Council context than first time
round.
f) The programme had provided networking opportunities for newly elected and
experienced councillors.
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4

Feedback from the 3-month Welcome/Refresher Programme (cont)
g) Observation at Cabinet meetings was a useful way of keeping up to date.
h) There was a useful transfer of skills across the programme.
i) Being able to contribute at Cabinet meetings was helpful and a positive
learning experience.
j) The Knowledge was a well produced and useful weekly newsletter that
helped Members to keep up to date with meetings’ information, Council
business and the wider local government context.
k) Members had all been allocated an IT Officer mentor - help and guidance
provided was helpful.
l) Councillors benefited from taking responsibility for their learning and
development and getting proactively involved.
m) Councillors appreciated the support given by the Democratic Services Team.
Members of the quasi-judicial Committees (Audit and Governance, Licensing and
Enforcement, Planning and Standards) were required to undergo training before
they could contribute to the decision making process. Initial training in respect of
these Committees had been carried out and Councillors were now building up their
experience. At the meeting of the Council on 7 December 2011, the Chairman of
Licensing and Enforcement had asked the Council to retain the existing
membership of his Committee at the annual council meeting in May 2012 so that
Members could benefit from the extensive training that had been provided. The
Champion for Member Development re-iterated this request adding that Members
of the Licensing and Enforcement Committee had undertaken a great deal of
training on new legislation and it would be unfortunate if that training had to be
repeated.
The Leader replied that he noted the comments made and these would be taken
into account by himself and his Cabinet at the appropriate time. A letter would be
sent in the Spring to ask Members for their Committee preferences – these would
then be referred to Group Leaders.

5.

Proposed Refresher Programme
Members discussed the benefit of a refresher programme which they felt would be
of particular benefit to May elected Councillors who now had more experience and
understanding of Council business and could put the training into context. It would
be particularly helpful for the programme to provide daytime and evening sessions.
The Member-led sessions had been well received and a repeat of this approach
would be helpful.
Suggested content of refresher programme:
a) Presentation on organisation/structure of Council – how the Committees and
Cabinet work together, areas of responsibility, reporting links and the
decision making process.
b) Understanding of committee procedures – particularly rules of debate and
the difference between recommendations and resolutions. A mock debate
would be helpful.
c) Protocol of relationship between Members and Officers including what
Members can ask of Officers, such as help in dealing with Ward issues. More
guidance on Member: Officer ‘etiquette’ would be helpful.
d) The different roles of County Councillors, District Councillors and
Town/Parish Councillors and the inter-relationships of these roles.
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5.

Proposed Refresher Programme (cont)..
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Councillors’ strategic role within the organisation.
IT training particularly in respect of intranet and use of Members’ site.
Role of scrutiny
Repeat of useful Building Control seminar
Repeat of useful Housing seminar – to include funding issues in respect of
Housing Review Board. (Councillor Stephanie Jones urged Councillors to
attend meetings of the Housing Review Board to find out more about the
work of the Board and the Council’s commitment to housing. This would help
Councillors to understand the Council’s strategic housing role as well as help
them in dealing with Ward issues.)
j) A tour to include another example of a Sheltered Housing Scheme. It was
suggested that this could be in Exmouth with opportunity to visit priority sites
within the Master Plan.
k) A planning session had already been scheduled for 15 February 2012 which
would show Councillors the processes involved following receipt of an
application.

6.

RESOLVED

that all Members try to attend the all day Budget and
Service Planning Task and Finish Forum on Wednesday
18 January 2012 which would help Members more fully
understand the budget process,

RECOMMENDED

that a Member Development refresher programme be
developed based on Working Party suggestions and
rolled out in 2012.

Member Development Forward Plan
There was some budget available to be used for Member Development and it was
suggested that Councillors and report writer Officers would benefit from a session
on Plain English.
Members noted on-line opportunities available and the programme of learning
provided through Teignbridge Learning and Development.
RESOLVED

(1)

that a daytime and evening Plain English
session be provided by an external trainer to all
Councillors and report writers in the new year,
with the Member Champion – Plain English
being invited to introduce these sessions;

(2)

that future Working Party considerations include:
How the Councillor skills register can be
promoted and used for maximum benefit to the
Council;
How to reduce the size Committee reports
How to promote the use of Plain English
Development of Councillor IT skills
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Agenda Item 12
Cabinet
11 January 2012
CTB

Council Tax Base for 2012/ 2013
Summary
This reports sets out the tax base for 2012/13 and includes the breakdown for each parish,
expressed in terms of band D equivalent properties on which the council tax will be based
for 2012/13. The reports also includes details of how the tax base has been calculated
which is in accordance with prescribed legislation as detailed below.
This year’s tax base has increased by 527 more band D equivalent properties from
2011/12, this equates to just under a 1% increase.
Recommendation
To confirm the tax base for 2012/2013 at 57,602 band D equivalent properties.

a) Reasons for Recommendation
This is a statutory requirement as prescribed by:
 The Local Government Finance Act 1992
 The Local Authorities (Calculation of Council Tax Base) Regulations 1992
No.612.
 The Local Government Finance Act 2003
b) Alternative Options
N/A
c) Risk Considerations
If the Council fails to carry out this duty as prescribed by legislation then the Council
Tax cannot be legally set.
d) Policy and Budgetary Considerations
See main body of report.
e) Date for Review of Decision
N/A
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1.
1.1

Background
The tax base for Council tax must be set between 1 December 2011 and 31
January 2012.

1.2

The council tax base is the expected number of Band D equivalent households in
the District which will be liable to pay council tax in 2012/13.

1.3

The tax base has been calculated by taking the actual number of properties in the
Valuation list and then adjusted for the following:






an estimate of the number of new properties to come on to the Valuation list for all
or part of the year and the estimated level of discounts, exemptions and reliefs that
may apply.
an estimate of the number of properties to be demolished and allowing for any
discounts and exemptions associated with them.
the number of discounts, exemptions and reliefs that already apply
the continuation of the Council’s decision to reduce the discount on second homes
from 50% to 10%. This decision was made on 25 February 2004.
the expected collection rate for next year.

2. COUNCIL TAX BASE 2012/2013
All Saints
Awliscombe

Axminster
Axmouth
Aylesbeare
Beer
Bishops Clyst
Brampford Speke
Branscombe
Broadclyst
Broadhembury
Buckerell
Bud Salterton
Chardstock
Clyst Honiton
Clyst Hydon
Clyst St George
Clyst St Lawrence
Colaton Raleigh
Colyton
Combe Raleigh
Combpyne-Rousdon
Cotleigh

252
227
2,586
248
264
679
539
159
335
1,171
308
109
2,789
402
112
123
361
41
306
1,481
96
188
107

Dalwood
Dunkeswell
E.Budleigh/Bicton
Exmouth
Farringdon
Farway
Feniton
Gittisham
Hawkchurch
Honiton
Huxham
Kilmington
Luppitt
Lympstone
Membury
Monkton
Musbury
Netherexe
Newton Poppleford
Northleigh
Offwell
Otterton
Ottery St Mary
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208
615
512
13,459
146
132
646
257
257
4,155
40
404
211
853
273
77
249
23
940
87
196
315
3,675

Payhembury
Plymtree
Poltimore
Rewe
Rockbeare
Seaton
Sheldon
Shute
Sidmouth
Southleigh
Stockland
Stoke Canon
Talaton
Uplyme
Upottery
Upton Pyne
Whimple
Widworthy
Woodbury
Yarcombe

Grand total

294
256
130
196
374
3,266
87
299
7,154
104
336
251
249
864
322
225
727
138
1,371
215

57,471

Totals for East Devon – 2012/2013
BAND

A*

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Total

1. Properties in list
2.Total adjustments
3.2ndhomes @ 40%
4.Net properties
5.Band D equivalent

0
9
0
9
5

5,769
-1194
108
4683
3,122

12,383
-1810
149
10722
8,339

14,083
-1808
227
12502
11,113

11,754
-1397
206
10563
10,563

9,700
-939
145
8906
10,885

5,885
-466
72
5491
7,931

3,903
-371
50
3582
5,970

197
-55
8
150
300

63,674
-8,031
965
56,608
58,228

NB – some totals are subject to the effect of rounding

6. Collection Rate @ 98.7%
7. Contribution for MOD properties

57,471
131

8. Tax Base

57,602

Key

1

Properties in list - refers to the number of properties in each band shown in the
Valuation list as at 12 September 2011 (A* = band A with a disablement discount).
2 Adjustments - refers to the net effect of exemptions, disablement relief, discounts
(including 2nd homes at 50%) and newly built properties.
3. 2nd homes expresses the remaining 40% from reducing the discount to the statutory
minimum 10% on 2nd homes.
4 Total number of properties after adjusting for lines 2, 3 and 4.
5 Band D equivalent gives the totals in line 5 expressed in terms of band D (A* = 5/9, A
= 6/9, B = 7/9, C = 8/9, E = 11/9, F = 13/9, G = 15/9 and H = 18/9).
6 The assumed collection rate for 2012/13.
7 The contribution from the Ministry of Defence adjusted to the number of Band D
equivalent properties.
8 Tax Base for 2012/13

Legal Implications
The legal observations are contained within the report and require no further comment.
Financial Implications
The Tax Base is used to the Council Tax for East Devon District Council and for all other
preceptors in the District
Consultation on Reports to the Cabinet
Background Papers


Council Tax Valuation List and amendment schedules



Council Tax Base Report from Academy System



Planning and Council Tax property monitoring records

Libby Jarrett
Revenues & Benefits Manager
11 January 2012

Cabinet
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Agenda Item 13
Cabinet
11 January 2012
SD

Draft Revenue and Capital Estimates 2012/13
Summary
This report presents the draft revenue and capital estimates for 2012/13 for adoption by
the Cabinet before consideration by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee and the
Housing Review Board.
Recommendations from these meetings will be presented to the Cabinet on 1 February
when members will finalise budget proposals to be recommended to Council on the 22
February.

Key issues in summary
General Fund


A balanced draft budget is being presented for 2012/13; this has assumed a nil
increase in council tax which meets the Government’s one year grant offer. The
consequence of this is the loss of £0.175m from 2013/14 onwards, had the
Council actually raised its council tax by 2.5% this sum would then actually be
received each year going forward. There has been a £0.731 (12%) reduction in
formula grant for 2012/13.



Special items bids totalling £0.351m have not been included in the draft budget.
Consideration is given in the report to funding items that members feel are
essential from an element of the General Fund Balance, or alternatively, to leave
the Balance intact to support the financial risks facing the Council particularly the
localisation of council tax benefit from 2012/13.



Against a background of annually reduced funding there is a need to continually
explore initiatives which create savings or raise income to maintain balanced
budgets going forward.

Housing Revenue Account


2012/13 sees the introduction of self financing with the Council making a payment
to the Government of £84.782m and in return being able to retain all income
received in rents rather than making an annual payment to Government in the
order of £6m under the existing subsidy system.



The draft budget gives additional investment in council houses with the ability to
increase the Housing Revenue Account Balance to a level that gives reassurance
when entering into a new financial regime.
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Capital


The draft capital programme for 2012/13 is funded but brings the Capital Reserve
down to a minimum level. New Homes Bonus monies have been used to fund
some schemes in the programme that give community benefit by utilising Council
assets, the Housing Revenue Account has funded all schemes applicable to its
area and it is assumed specific asset sales in year will generate capital receipts.



For years beyond 2012/13 unless capital receipts are generated to fund the
programme then borrowing will be needed, this will create additional pressure on
the General Fund.

Recommendation
That the draft revenue and capital estimates are adopted before forwarding to the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee and Housing Review Board for consideration.

a) Reasons for Recommendation
There is a requirement for 2012/13 to set balanced budgets, to levy a Council Tax and
to set Council House Rents.
b) Alternative Options
Please see main body of report.
c) Risk Considerations
Risks have been considered in preparing the budgets and the financial implications
have been assessed at the point of preparation. Various budget assumptions have
been made including the treatment of inflation and interest rates; estimates on the
level and timing of capital receipts; the treatment of demand led pressures; the
treatment of planned efficiency savings/productivity gains; levels of income; financial
risks inherent in any new arrangements; capital developments; the availability of funds
to deal with major contingencies and the need for any provisions. In each of these
areas the Council’s financial standing, management and track record have been
considered in order to prepare robust budget proposals.

General Fund Balance
In setting the 2011/12 budget, members agreed to hold the General Fund balance at a
higher level than the adopted amount to safeguard the Council against financial
uncertainties which faced all local authorities. The latest financial monitoring report
shows at the end of 2011/12 we will hold £2.835m above the adopted level; this
includes savings from 2010/11 of £0.357m. The financial uncertainties remain and
have been added to with the Governments proposals on the localisation of Council
Tax Benefit, further details of this and other risks are given
below.
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Particular areas to draw to members’ attention are:


Formula Grant
This Council has had a £1.068m reduction in formula grant for 2011/12, with a
further reduction in 2012/13 of £0.731m; over the two years this equates to a 26%
reduction in funding. Further reductions are expected in the remaining two years of
the spending review (2013/14 and 2014/15).
The Council needs to continue to find initiatives to balance its budgets going
forward into 2013/14 and beyond.



Localisation of Council Tax Benefit – Proposed implementation April 2013
As part of the Welfare Reform and linked with the Local Government Finance
review, the Government issued a consultation paper on Localising Support for
Council Tax, consultation ended on 14 October and we await further details. The
proposals are that the Council will become responsible for assisting those on low
incomes to help meet their council tax liability, not only in terms of administrating a
scheme but actually setting the scheme details locally.
Financial risks associated with these proposals are extremely high and relate
to how the Council will be financially reimbursed for the payments made under the
scheme and the cost of administration. Under the current system of Council Tax
Benefit, payments made are reimbursed to the Council based on actual cost;
proposals suggest this will change to an annual allocation not tied to actual costs
thereby giving significant risk to local authorities on potential costs incurred. The
Governments financial target of introducing this change is to reduce overall
expenditure by 10%, thereby putting local authorities into a difficult position of
having to reduce benefits/discounts to those on low incomes compared with the
current scheme or fund costs locally.
In order to safeguard the Council it will have to hold significant reserves in case
demand increases above the grant level in year. Currently the scheme costs
£8.8m, if for example there was a 5% additional take up in year this equates to a
cost of £0.440m or the need to suddenly save nearly 4% from all services net costs
to accommodate this variance.
Another key concern is how we can scope a scheme for working age, with reduced
funds, that meets the Governments principles of creating incentives to make work
pay, ensuring a fair scheme, avoids poverty, safeguards the vulnerable and as
currently prescribed protects pensioners on their current entitlement. Pensioners
currently represent 62% of our payments under the current scheme. This will mean
the savings will have to be met from the working age resulting in a 25% to 28%
reduction in entitlement in order for the equation to work with
the funds available.
The proposals include the ability for Councils to fund a
shortfall in the scheme itself, for East Devon if we were to
meet the 10% reduction from our own funds this would
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equates to us finding annually a sum of £0.880m, bearing in mind our total net
budget is only just over £12m.
An awareness of this risk needs to be considered now in setting the 2012/13 budget
and members need to be mindful of the level of the Council’s General Fund Balance
in order to allow sufficient funds to be available to give the Council time to
implement any proposals sensibly, this may include consideration of a transitional
period to help those customers who will be significantly affected or sums to assist
with setting up a local scheme which would include consultation and software
changes. This will be all within an extremely tight time scale requiring additional
staffing resources to deal with the issues at a time when other significant changes
are taking place under welfare reform.
Report update: A Government response to the outcome of consultation was
released on 19 December. The underlying policy has not changed from that in
consultation document, nor has the timescale to bring into force in April 2013.
Details of the timetable indicate that secondary legislation will not come into force
until “early autumn” 2012 and billing authorities will have to decide on a local
scheme by 31 January 2013. The support for pensioners remains intact set by
national rules and possibly funded nationally, but this needs to be understood more.
The financial risks are to be shared amongst the major preceptors who will have a
say in scheme design.


Homelessness Costs
The draft budget contains sufficient sums to cover costs based on current demand,
with an additional sum included of £0.029m to mitigate the risk of expected
increased costs in this area. Careful monitoring will be required in the forthcoming
year as pressures relating to the recession and changes in welfare benefits may
increase the need for this service.



Business Rates Retention – proposed implementation April 2013
Under the Local Government Finance Review consultation papers were issued on
the retention of Business Rates, the consultation period ended on 24 October and
further details have yet to be released. The proposals significantly change the
formula grant methodology and the relationship with Business Rates. The scheme
consulted on will result in winners and losers based on business growth in the area,
the implications are difficult to assess without the scheme details. With the
business developments planned in the East Devon area, it would be reasonable to
assume the Council could benefit from the new proposals in the medium term. It
should be noted that a significant proportion of any income generated under the
scheme will be paid at County Council level as they are seen to have greater
influence on promoting economic growth.
Report update: A Government response to the outcome of consultation was
released on 19 December. The principles of the proposals remain and the details
are to be contained in the regulations. A significant change made in the response
document is that in two tier areas a fixed share of the rate
income (80%) will go to the district council, instead of the
majority going to the upper tier authority.
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Universal Credit Proposals – proposed implementation October 2013
The Government plans that local authorities will no longer, from October 2013, be
responsible for the administration of Housing Benefit payments. Benefits payments
will in future form part of the Universal Credit proposals amalgamating a number of
welfare payments into one system administered directly by the Department of
Works and Pensions (DWP).
This brings with it uncertainties for customers, council staff and financial uncertainty
in understanding clearly the role the Council will play in the future and during the
long transitional arrangements that are proposed past 2013.
The current
administration of the scheme in theory is cost neutral when taking direct grant and
formula grant together, although as always with formula grant, individual service
grant is not identifiable. There is a risk that the Council could be disadvantaged in
the calculations used by Government to reduce funding to reflect the stopping of
this responsibility.
The proposals have an associated risk concerning rent income in the Housing
Revenue Account. Currently those council house tenants in receipt of housing
benefits (over 60%) have their benefit credited directly to their rent account and the
HRA receives that income immediately, this will no longer be the case under the
new arrangements. An increase in bad debt provisions has been allowed for in
future years of the HRA business plan to mitigate this potential risk.



New Homes Bonus Scheme – Implementation April 2011
The introduction of the New Homes Bonus (NHB) scheme addresses an anomaly in
the current formula grant calculation whereby additional housing growth is counted
as additional income to the authority in its Council Tax base and deducted from
grant payable as assumed income raised locally. The introduction in April 2011 of
the NHB rewards housing growth with a 6 year payment of an average Council Tax
per additional property. With the housing development planned in the East Devon
area the Council should see additional monies under this proposal. A significant
risk to the financial position of this scheme is that from 2013/14 funding comes from
top slicing the formula grant to those categories of councils that benefit from the
scheme. There is a risk that payments received under the scheme are not greater
for a council than the reduction in formula grant.
The Council has mitigated this risk by agreeing the principle of not committing NHB
monies until it is received and the effect known on the formula grant, also that a
significant proportion of the monies should be directed to capital one off schemes
so as not to commit the Council to ongoing spend.
Payments received to date under the scheme are £0.311m in 2011/12 and the
proposed sum in 2012/13 is £0.759m which includes the second year of the original
payment. Sums paid nationally in NHB are above that set aside by Government to
be funded in the first two years and it is understood that the shortfall will be met
from additional top-slicing of formula grant in 2013/14.
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Pay Award 2012/13
No pay increase has been assumed in the draft budget, if an increase materialises
then this would have to be met from the General Fund balance. A 1% rise will
equate to in an increase in General Fund costs of £0.119m.



Local Land Charges income 2012/13
Personal search fee income of £209,000 from the local land charges register has
been included in the budget based on the current level of searches. This gives a
break-even position for the service.
There is the question over the legality of these charges for the future, and the past,
this Council has joined with others with LGA to prepare for possible litigation against
the Government on this issue.



Proposed increases in Planning fees
Legislation was imminent on changes to how local authorities charge for planning
applications to a basis of cost recovery. This should be beneficial to the Council as
the service is currently subsidised at £1.2m. It was assumed that the new regime
would be in place by April 2012, this is now looking unlikely and the proposals have
gone quiet.
No increases have been assumed in the 2012/13 draft budget for this legislation.

 Council Tax Freeze for 2012/13
The Government has offered a one off grant to councils if they freeze the Council
Tax for 2012/13. The scheme for East Devon means a payment of £0.175m
representing an equivalent rise of 2.5% in the Council Tax. This amount will be lost
in 2013/14 requiring a reduction in costs to find this sum, whereas if the Council Tax
was actually increased by 2.5% this income would be available each year going
forward.
An alternative to replace this income would be to increase Council Tax by 5% in
2013/14 which would certainly require a referendum to get local agreement under
the Localism Act.
In 2012/13 any Council Tax increase for a district council over 3.5% will require a
referendum to agree the rise locally.
 Localism Bill
Different parts of the Act will come into effect at different
times and in many areas the Government will have to issue
further details. Some of the key areas affecting the finances
of the Council are picked up within this report but there are
other areas which have been the subject of previous reports
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to Cabinet or will be in the future which will need consideration as details become
clearer.
Potential areas not directly covered in this report but will need to be considered in
depth going forward in terms of financial implications include; Community right to
challenge, Community right to bid (assets of community value), Neighbourhood
planning (subject of a special item bid), Community right to build, Community
Infrastructure Levy, Local Plans and Social Housing Tenure Reform.
d) Policy and Budgetary Considerations
The position is outlined in the report.

Positive Impact Overall
Affordable Homes.
Thriving Economy.
Safe Environment.
Clean Environment.
Green Environment.
Recycling.
Young People.
Excellent Customer Service.
Inspirational Council.
Meeting our crime and disorder duties.
Meeting our Diversity and Equality duties.
Providing more service at same cost.
Providing same service at less cost.
Create Cashable Savings
e) Date for Review of Decision
A special meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee will receive the draft
estimates 18 January for consideration and the Housing Review Board on 12 January.
The Cabinet will review estimates again on 1 February with recommendations to
Council on 22 February.
1.

Process

1.1

The Council’s Financial Strategy, revenue budget and capital programme are
soundly based and designed to deliver priorities set down in the Council Plan and
service plans.

1.2

The Constitution requires the Cabinet to approve the draft revenue and capital
estimates prior to their detailed consideration by the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee. The Housing Review Board will undertake the same function in relation
to the Housing Revenue Account estimates.

1.3

Any decisions taken at these meetings will be reported back to the Cabinet at its
meeting on 1 February. At this meeting members will be
required to recommend East Devon’s Council Tax
requirement for 2012/13 and Council House Rent levels.
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2.

General Fund Budget
The Overall Financial Picture

2.1

One of the most significant impacts on the Council’s finances has come from the
Comprehensive Spending Review 2010 (CSR 10) where the Government has cut
local authorities funding as part of their programme of tackling the national debt
problem.

2.2

This Council has had a £1.068m reduction in formula grant for 2011/12, with a
further reduction in 2012/13 of £0.731m; over the two years this equates to a 26%
reduction in funding. Further reductions are expected in the remaining two years of
the spending review (2013/14 and 2014/15).

2.3

Other factors had a negative effect on the Council’s finances including low interest
rates, the effect on funding in the removal of the responsibility on the free bus travel
scheme and increased running cost of services. Together these factors required
the Council to make tough decisions in order to find £2.4m savings to set a
balanced budget for 2011/12.

2.4

The Council will continue to find it difficult to afford its spending plans against further
government spending cuts, the added pressure of increases in costs due to
inflation, continued low investment income, an increasing call on services and the
Council wishing to keep to moderate increases in Council Tax and other fees and
charges. Each year going forward the Medium Term Financial Plan shows a
position of an underlying need to find savings in the order of £0.3m to £0.5m on an
annual basis.

2.5

The Council has prepared balanced budgets against these significant reductions;
measures have been taken through restructuring the management team, reducing
back office staffing, procurement savings, shared services, asset management,
redesigning services around the customer and the smarter use of ICT. Further
initiatives continue to be worked on within these areas and it is essential that
progress is made to enable the Council to continue balancing its budgets going
forward.
Draft Revenue Budget 2012/13

2.6

A balanced draft budget for 2012/13 is presented for members’ consideration.
Appendix A gives a summary position; the attached budget book gives service
details for members’ scrutiny and highlights variations between years and
comments on specific areas to note. The budget has been prepared on the basis of
no service cuts, but no growth either other than an increase in planned property
maintenance where the budget has been increased from £0.1m to £0.2m following
the significant reductions in the current year. A schedule of asset maintenance
expenditure is included within the budget book for information.

2.7

Fees and charges have been increased mainly in line with
inflation (assumed in the draft budget at 3%) and adjusted
where necessary to reflect expected demand for the service.
It has been assumed that no increase will be applied to car
park charges other than an inflationary rise on parking
permits.
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2.8

The Council Tax level is included in the draft budget at a nil increase, remaining at
the same level as the current year of £121.78 which was frozen from the previous
year 2010/11. This is in accordance with the government’s wish to freeze council
tax for 2012/13 and meets the requirement for the Council to be reimbursed by
Government for an assumed 2.5% increase in tax (grant of £0.175m).
Members need to be fully aware that the grant being offered by Government for
2012/13 it is a one off sum and will leave the Council’s budget short by this amount
of council tax each year going forward and savings will have to be found to make
good this loss. Should the Council decide instead to raise council tax by 2.5% (£3 a
year for band D property) then this income will come to the authority each year.

2.9

An income amount of £114,190 has been included in the budget as a surplus on
Council Tax collection, this is where our collection has been better than estimated
and a surplus can be distributed back to the major preceptors and back to the
Council Tax Payers by way of income in the budget.

2.10

The draft budget contains a sum of £15,760 in order to create a grade 11 to our
existing structure which currently ends at grade 10 (a cost of £15,760 in year one
rising to a cost of £30,786 in year 4 as it proposed there will be four increments in
the grade). Following the introduction of our grading structure in April 2007, there
are some specialist senior posts which are in the same grade (grade 10) as the post
to which they report. In addition this would provide greater flexibility in the structure
to reward and recognise roles which are larger than other senior positions rather
than having to shoe horn them all into grade 10. These proposals if agreed in the
budget will need discussing with the union and the individuals involved (possibly 6
posts affected) before implementation.

2.11

Included in the draft budget is a savings target of £0.125m backed up with some
schemes in mind, mainly around procurement efficiencies, but it is a target which
cannot be guaranteed and if not achieved will have to be met from the General
Fund Balance.

2.12

In addition to the draft budget a list of special item bids totalling £0.351m has been
put forward for consideration. These are detailed in Appendix B and are currently
not included in the draft budget. There is currently no scope within the budget to
include any of these items unless reductions are made to areas contained in the
draft budget.
In order to give members some capacity to include any of the special items where
considered essential to be funded it maybe appropriate to use an element of the
Council’s General Fund Balance, especially around one off items which do not
create a funding need for future years.
In setting the current year budget, 2011/12, members agreed to maintain the
General Fund Balance above its adopted level in order to deal with the many
financial uncertainties facing the Council. However, since members took that
decision when setting 2011/12 budget a further £0.357m was
added to the balance from savings obtained in the final
position for 2010/11. Although members agreed that part of
this could be used to fund a replacement Business Rates
system this is now being offset by savings in the current year.
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As an option Members could consider using this additional element in the General
Fund Balance to fund special item bids if they are considered essential and ideally
have a defined end date to their funding commitment. Of the £0.357m it may be
considered prudent not to use the full sum but to hold £0.125m back to cover the
savings target figure included in the draft budget, therefore leaving £0.232m to be
considered against the special item bids.
Alternatively, because of the current financial uncertainties particularly around the
localisation of Council Tax Benefit, members may consider it appropriate to
maintain this amount in the General Fund balance in order to fund the initial costs of
the localisation of the Council Tax Benefit to help set up the scheme and to give the
Council time to make the necessary adjustments in its budget to accommodate this
scheme going forward.
3.

Housing Revenue Account Budget
The Overall Financial Picture

3.1

In setting the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) budgets each year the Council has
been following the previously adopted 30 year business plan; designed to improve
and maintain the standard of dwellings whilst keeping within the finances available.

3.2

The Localism Act provides for the commencement of self financing and the abolition
of the HRA subsidy system with the regime coming into place in April 2012. This
has resulted in the need to develop a new 30 year plan with the implications of the
HRA taking on debt to make a payment to Government of £84.782m and in return
being able to retain all income received in rents rather than making an annual
payment to Government in the order of £6m under the existing subsidy system.
Draft Revenue Budget 2012/13

3.3

The budget book details the draft estimates for 2012/13. A revised 30 year HRA
Business Plan under the new self financing regime is being prepared in full and will
be presented to Housing Review Board in March. The budget book does give the
proposed 30 year operating account for the HRA with the debt repayment profile
shown in a graph for information; the first year of the Plan is mirrored in the detailed
2012/13 budget being presented for the HRA.

3.4

In setting the budget a cautious approach has been taken because of the
uncertainty of operating the new self financing regime in practice, however, there is
sufficient financial provision included to maintain council homes to a high standard
with a comprehensive programme of planned improvements, adaptations and
routine repairs. The 2012/13 draft budget includes an increased sum of £0.544m
for general housing improvements and an additional £1.330m for major repairs.
Details of specific areas of spend are detailed in the budget book. Rents have been
increased by 6.1% in line with the Governments rent reform policy this being the
increase we have been advised through the annual determination issued by the
Government.

3.5

Even with this significant increase in budgeted spend on
council houses it is still expected that the HRA balance will
increase to £2.970m at the end of 2012/13, from the current
projected level of £1.236m at the end of 2011/12. The 30
year operating account does show an increasing balance
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being projected forward and as the balance grows decisions can be made on what
sums could be reinvested back into existing housing or perhaps the possibility of
new build. It is prudent to gain confidence in self financing before the Council
commits itself to significant capital programmes and additional staffing resources in
order to deliver them.
3.6

It was previously agreed that from 2012/13 the HRA would fully support its own
capital schemes contained within the Council’s Capital Programme, this has been
implemented with £0.750m worth of schemes detailed in the budget book being
funded from the HRA. As part of this, any capital receipts obtained from HRA assets
will go to offset this expenditure.

3.7

Under the self financing valuation of our housing stock the Council is required to
pay to the Government £84.782m; this will have to be borrowed and the loan
repayments are to be met by the HRA as part of the self financing regime. Differing
options of borrowing have been considered and we have obtained external advice
through Sector Treasury Services. However, HM Treasury have announced a one
off reduction in Public Works Loan Board (PWLB) interest rates specifically on
borrowing for housing self financing making this the sensible borrowing option. It is
thought this will be a 0.85% reduction on the rates being offered on the day of
dealing (26 March 2012). The draft budget has used PWLB interest rates as at 2
December (average interest rate payable of 3.84%, ranging from 1.65% to 4.25%)
but no assumed reduction has been applied. It is felt prudent to use the existing
rates even though a reduction will be applied as it is envisaged that rates may
increase before the day of dealing due to market conditions but we are advised that
any increase should easily be offset by the reduction. To illustrate the effect of
0.85% reduction being applied to interest rates this would generate an interest
saving of £0.721m compared with the rate currently applied in the draft budget for
2012/13.
The strategy is to borrow from the PWLB; this will be with a range of maturity
periods profiled to when the Business Plan generates resources to be able to make
repayments (repayments to be made on maturity of each loan). A balance has
been struck in structuring a loan portfolio over the ability to make repayments as
quickly as possible and thereby saving on interest payments, whilst leaving
sufficient surpluses as a cushion against uncertainties and the ability to carry out
investment in stock within the HRA own resources. The debt repayment profile
shows that all loans will be repaid by year 27 with debt falling significantly up to this
year.
This approach allows the HRA headroom to borrow further sums in the near future
for plans of investment or new build if considered an objective going forward and
affordable.
More details will be contained in the Council Treasury Management Strategy to be
presented to Cabinet in February.

3.8

The draft HRA budget will be reviewed by the Housing Review Board on 12 January
for their consideration and recommendations to the Cabinet.
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4.

Capital Programme
The Overall Financial Picture

4.1

The Medium Term Financial Plan clearly indicates that there is a disparity between
the Council’s capital spending plans and the amount of finance available to it to
finance such works. The Capital Programme has been reliant upon using the
Capital Reserves to fund this gap in recent years and as predicted the Capital
Reserve will soon be depleted.

4.2

Members are fully aware of the pressure on the Council’s asset management
programme to ensure we are maintaining only the assets we need and they are in
good condition to deliver our services. Where there is potential to generate income
this is maximised through either ongoing revenue streams by way of rentals or
through the generation of capital receipt to help fund the capital programme. To aid
the capital programme members have agreed to utilise the New Homes Bonus
monies to fund capital items which focus on community benefit being delivered
through our own assets.

4.3

The attached booklet details the draft capital programme for 2011/12 to 2014/15.

4.4

The adopted capital appraisal process has been used to build a capital programme
aimed at delivering the Council’s stated priorities. As well as the traditional Portfolio
presentation style the capital budget has also been summarised for consideration
under the following headings;


Mandatory/Health & Safety
These are schemes where it is considered the Council has to deliver the
scheme because there is a mandatory obligation.



Committed Schemes
Where the Council has already started or committed/agreed to undertake
a scheme.



Externally funded schemes or generation of capital receipt ringfenced to linked schemes.
Schemes externally funded by way of grant or schemes requiring
expenditure which will then generate receipts in order to deliver the
scheme. This covers schemes for Exmouth and Seaton regeneration.



New Bids outside this criteria
Top priority schemes scored highly through the appraisal process are
included in the capital programme, other schemes have been included
which perhaps would have not been able to be funded but have been
included as they can be met by the Council’s
decision to use New Homes Bonus monies to fund
schemes that give community benefit through the
enhancement or provision of a council asset.
Schemes funded through NHB are indicated as
such in the capital programme contained in the
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budget book. In recognition of the scarce capital resources available, not
many new bids were received for 2012/13 and with the ability to use NHB
monies all schemes have been incorporated into the draft budget for
2012/13.
4.5

The draft capital budget for 2012/13, detailed in the attached budget book, show a
shortfall in funding of £1.575m which is to be met from the Capital Reserve. This
position is set out below:
Capital Budget
Net Proposed Programme
Funds available:
In Year Receipts – General Fund
In Year Receipts – HRA
HRA contribution for balance of scheme cost
Specific Grants
New Homes Bonus
Shortfall met by capital reserve

4.6

2012/13
£m
6.646
-0.689
-0.035
-0.750
-3.250
-0.347
-£1.575m

It needs to be stressed that the capital receipt figure of £0.689m does include an
expected receipt from the Elizabeth Hall Site of at least £0.600m; this is assumed to
be a conservative estimate. The Capital Reserve will only have £0.291m at the end
of 2012/13. The funding deficit on the capital programme for 2013/14 is in the order
of £1m and £0.7m for 2014/15 (assuming capital receipts are received to match
regeneration scheme costs), this represents just core capital expenditure without
the inclusion of any significant initiatives/projects. Clearly these years can not be
funded under current projections of expenditure levels against expected capital
receipts.
To assist the capital funding position the priority disposal programme is progressing
and with the exception of the Elizabeth Hall Site no receipts have been assumed in
the figures so far. It is also likely that monies will be received in 2012/13 from an
overage clause agreed on Stowford Rise, Sidmouth to be triggered by house sales;
this could be around £0.630m.
There will be £0.305m available of New Homes Bonus monies at the end of
2012/13 for capital schemes which meet the appropriate criteria, although £0.230m
of this will be committed against schemes approved and started in 2012/13.
If capital receipts are not generated, then borrowing will be required at a cost to the
General Fund budget.

5.

Interest Receipts from investments in 2011/12.

5.1

The Council’s surplus cash resources are invested to produce an annual income
which is used to support revenue expenditure. Interest rates are still low and it is
projected that this will continue in 2012/13.

5.2

The net position on interest receipts available to the General
Fund in 2012/13 is estimated at £0.301m, based on an
assumed return on external investments of 1%. This sum is
after a proportion of the interest figure generated, equal to
£0.012m, has been transferred to the HRA.
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5.3

6.

Members have agreed to use only interest receipts up to £0.5m to support revenue
activities because of volatility of using interest to support day to day spend. Any
sums over this figure would be used to support the Capital Programme.
Unfortunately since agreeing this policy interest receipts have not reached this
threshold!
Balances available to support 2012/13 and future budgets.
General Fund
There are two reserves available to the General Fund:


The General Fund Balance
The policy set by the Council is to maintain a General Fund Balance of 1.5
years of the minimum level (7.5% of the net budget). This equates in
2012/13 to £1.481m. Assuming a balanced budget is set for 2012/13 (with
the exception of possibly using £0.357m towards meeting the £0.125m
savings target and the balance for special item bids in 2012/13) then the
General Fund Balance is estimated at £3.997m at the end of 2012/13, this
being £2.516m above the adopted level.
The Council has agreed to maintain a higher balance than the adopted level
at this present time because of the many financial uncertainties and risks
facing the Council. This is even more relevant in times of reducing budgets
and reducing government grants.



Transformation Reserve

The uncommitted balance on this Reserve is currently £1.262m, after
deducting the recent agreement to use up £0.200m on the relocation project.
This sum was set aside to assist the Council’s transformation programme by
meeting upfront costs necessarily incurred in order to produce savings in
future years.
.
Housing Revenue Account
The policy set by the Council is to maintain an HRA Balance of £245 per property,
this currently equates to £1.054m. The current estimate of the closing position in
2011/12 of the HRA Balance is £1.236m.
It is considered sensible to increase the adopted Balance with the risks associated
with self financing and to double the sum held to £490 per property (£2.108m). The
draft HRA budget for 2012/13 shows the Balance will increase to £2.970m at year
end and it is felt that any decision on how to use this sum above the new level
should be made after year end and the balance is “real”.
Capital Reserve.
Capital Reserve
The Capital Reserve has a projected balance at the end of
2011/12 of £1.866m and a projected balance at the end of
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2012/13 of £0.291m. The capital programme deficit in 2013/14 alone is currently
£1m.
New Homes Bonus
Subject to agreement of the draft budget and using £0.347m of NHB monies to fund
the 2012/13 capital programme this leaves £0.305m available for future capital
schemes, although if approved £0.230 of this will be committed against schemes
already started in 2012/13.
Other Balances & Reserves available
The Council holds other earmarked reserves detailed below:
Local Authority Business Growth Incentive Scheme Reserve (LABGI)
The purpose of this reserve is to promote and deliver economic development. The
estimated balance at the end of 2011/12 is £0.536m with commitments against the
reserve £0.292m leaving an uncommitted sum available of £0.244m.
Asset Management & Maintenance Reserve
The balance at the end of 2011/12 is expected to be £1.341m.
A list of schemes requiring funding against this Reserve is shown in the budget
book totalling £0.405m in 2012/13; this shows all expenditure on asset
improvement/enhancements for member information. This list will need to be
considered by the Asset Management Forum to ensure expenditure on assets do
not conflict with asset management plans.
7.

Robustness of estimates and adequacy of reserves.

7.1

This part of the report deals with the requirement of Section 25 (2) of the Local
Government Act 2003 in that the Council’s Chief Finance Officer (CFO) must report
on the robustness of the estimates included in the budget and the adequacy of
reserves for which the budget provides.

7.2

In terms of the robustness of the estimates all known factors have been considered
and the financial implications have been assessed at the point of preparation.
Various budget assumptions have been made including the treatment of inflation
and interest rates, estimates on the level and timing of capital receipts, the
treatment of demand led pressures, the treatment of planned efficiency
savings/productivity gains and levels of income, financial risks inherent in any new
arrangements and capital developments and the availability of funds to deal with
major contingencies and the need for any provisions. In each of these areas the
Council’s financial standing, management and track record have been considered in
order to prepare robust budget proposals.

7.3

The proposed draft budgets for 2012/13 maintain both the
General Fund balance and the Housing Revenue Account
balance at, or above, the advisory level provided actual net
expenditure is at, or below, the level forecast. Continuous
monitoring and reports to Cabinet will highlight and make
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recommendations on any corrective action necessary to achieve this during
2012/13.
8.

Prudential Code

8.1

The Local Government Act 2003 also requires under regulation for local authorities
to have regard to the Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities,
issued by the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) when
setting and reviewing their affordable borrowing limit.

8.2

The key objective of the Code is to ensure, within a clear framework, that the capital
investment plans of local authorities are affordable, prudent and sustainable. A
further key objective is to ensure that treasury management decisions are taken in
accordance with good professional practice and in a manner that supports
prudence, affordability and sustainability.

8.3

To demonstrate that local authorities have fulfilled these objectives, the Prudential
Code sets out the indicators that must be used and the factors that must be taken
into account. These indicators will be presented to the next Cabinet meeting when
a recommendation will be made on the budget for 2012/13, Council Tax levy and
Council House Rents.

Legal Implications
The legal implications under the regulatory code of the Local Government Act 2003 are set
out within the report and require no further comment. The provisions in the Localism Act
concerning Council Tax referenda have now been brought into force.
With reference to land charge income, the LGA is co-ordinating the defence of legal
actions brought against local authorities [including East Devon] by personal search
companies to recover personal search fees levied prior to government revocation of the
regulations which permitted these charges. The government revoked the regulations on
the grounds of their incompatibility with a European Directive. The potential for councils to
claim against the government [should any basis for liability be established] is noted in the
report.
Financial Implications
As stated in the report
Consultation on Reports to the Executive
The details of this report have been discussed by the Strategic Management Team and
are in line with the Council’s Financial Strategy previously adopted by Cabinet on 7
September 2011.
Background Papers


Internal estimate working papers, Local Government Finance Settlement



CIPFA’s Prudential Code , Local Government Act 2003



Financial Strategy (2012 onwards) including Medium Term
Financial Plan



Council Plan and Service Plans

Simon Davey
Head of Finance

Cabinet
11 January 2012
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APPENDIX A
Variation

General Fund Revenue Budgets 2012/13
Portfolio Budget Submissions - Net Expenditure

2011/12
Original
£

Revised
£

2012/13
Budget
£

% change

Revised 11/12 to Revised 11/12 to
Budget 12/13
Budget 12/13

Core Business

5,665

5,665

6,010

345

6%

Core Services

1,481,010

1,481,010

1,498,720

17,710

1%

Economy

2,377,600

2,315,600

1,868,380

(447,220)

-19%

Environment - General

1,049,170

1,049,170

1,254,460

205,290

20%

Environment - StreetScene

7,655,950

7,728,340

7,726,060

(2,280)

0%

Finance

1,791,500

1,791,500

1,840,750

49,250

3%

Strategic Development & Partnerships

235,035

235,035

16,700

(218,335)

-93%

Sustainable Homes & Communities

746,180

746,180

875,390

129,210

17%

Portfolio Totals

15,342,110

15,352,500

15,086,470

(266,030)

Reversal of Capital Charges (Depreciation Amortisation)

(1,837,410)

(1,837,410)

(1,884,820)

(47,410)

Portfolio Total Net of Capital Charges

13,504,700

13,515,090

13,201,650

(313,440)

Interest Receipts (Net of investment management fees)
Interest Payable
PWLB principal repayments + Int GF only
Net Expenditure

(464,470)
7,070
113,890
13,161,190

(464,470)
7,070
113,890
13,171,580

(301,330)
1,440
72,080
12,973,840

163,140
(5,630)
(41,810)
(197,740)

(65,500)
(8,000)

(65,500)
(8,000)

(173,510)

(173,510)

(114,190)
(39,690)
(173,770)
(175,110)
(99,000)

65,500
(106,190)
(39,690)
(260)
(175,110)
(99,000)

0

(10,390)

Budget Requirement

12,914,180

Formula Grant (Government)
(Includes loss of Concessionary Fares grant)

GF contribution for one-off cost (District Council elections)
Use of Collection Fund Surplus
S 106 New Community Planning Officer
Council Tax Freeze Reimbursement Grant 2011/12
Council Tax Freeze Reimbursement Grant 2012/13
Local Services Support Grant (Homelessness)
Savings Target 2012/13
Use of GF Reserve for Supplementary estimate

Council Tax Requirement (1)
Notes:
1

(125,000)

(125,000)
10,390

12,914,180

12,247,080

(667,100)

(5,963,470)

(5,963,470)

(5,232,310)

731,160

6,950,710

6,950,710

7,014,770

64,060

2012/13 Council tax base has increased from 57,076 to 57,602. There is no council tax increase, a band D remains at £121.78.
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APPENDIX B - SPECIAL ITEM BIDS 2012/13

Manager

Cost
Centre

AW

AH

AH

AH

Cost Centre
Description

Item

Growth Point

Construction of Cranbrook has now started and we are expecting the first residents to be moving in from the spring of 2012. How
Cranbrook develops socially will be critical to its future success as a new community. Recent dialogue with the parish clerks for the
surrounding joint parishes (Broadclyst, Rockbeare, Whimple and Clyst Honiton) has revealed not just a current lack of capacity to
deal with the volume of planning related consultations coming forward but has also flagged up the importance of having a readily
identifiable and available person who is able to deal with queries arising from the very first residents of Cranbrook – in effect a defacto parish clerk role. It is important that this person is plugged back in to both the District and County Councils and is available to
provide practical assistance and support and help to nurture the fledging new community. The parish clerks have identified a
resource requirement of a person for 2 days per week for an interim period of circa 2 years whilst the new Cranbrook parish/town
council is formally established. The Growth Point team are exploring ways in which they can provide support but there is an
outstanding resource requirement of circa £20k over the 2 year period (£10k for 2 years) to support this vital role.

03001

Beaches &
Foreshores

03001

Beaches &
Foreshores

06001

KS

08001

KL

23020

KL

23###

Bids for Jan
2012 Cabinet
£

Cemeteries

Coast Protection
Tourist Info Centre
Support
Economic
Development

Reason

Sidmouth - the railings along the seafront at Jacobs
Ladder have taken a pounding by the shingle, over the
last couple of years, and are in a poor condition.
Painting will increase the lifespan of the existing railings
Sidmouth - the ladder was last painted in 2007 and is
now showing signs of weathering and staining. The
hand rails and treads are wearing and require a fresh
coat of paint.

The railings will require replacement at a much higher cost if
they are left any longer. These railings need to be in place and
in a sound condition as there is an approximate 2metre drop on
to the rocks.

Seaton Cemetery - the memorial wall will be full of
plaques within the next year or so. If we are to keep
supplying this service, then the wall has to be extended.
Inspection & Repairs - to safeguard and protect the
public from falling rocks from the cliffs. To carry out a
condition survey of the cliffs owned by EDDC in order to
identify any potential dangers of loose rock and material
(£17k) and small works resulting from inspections at the
same time £15k.
Tourist Information Centres contributions to running
costs
Exeter and Heart of Devon Employment and Skills
Board

The wall will be full in a couple of years and this service will
stop. We have now started using the pillars which has
increased the life by approx 2 years.

This town land mark will deteriorate to the point that it will have
to be closed to the public and maybe taken down for health and
safety reasons.

There will be an increased risk of rock falls from the cliffs as the
unstable material and rocks will not have been identified. This
may result in injury or death to members of the public who,
despite signage, walk close to the base of these cliffs.
For the 2011/12 budget this was funded from the LABGI
reserve. Not in draft budget 2012/13.
EDDC contribution for the next 3 years report to Cabinet Nov
2011 (+ £12,500 per year 13/14 + 14/15)

10,000

5,000

11,000

12,000

32,000

20,610
15,000
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Manager

AH

CP

Cost
Centre

28001

Cost Centre
Description

Parks & Gardens

Item
Roman Way bridge - the bridge has been present for
over 15 years and weathering has taken effect. The
main beams and decking have rotted out and are in
need of replacement as they are past the point of repair.
At some point they will fail, leaving EDDC liable to a
claim.

Bids for Jan
2012 Cabinet
£

Reason

The bridge will need to be closed and pedestrian diversion
signs put up as and when the decking boards start to fail - may
result in complaints from residents.

Countryside Team
Planning Policy
Civic Fund

1607?

Staff Costs - currently two fixed term post, make them
permanent.
Neighbourhood Plan Referendum
Queen's Diamond Jubilee
Contribution towards WWII Battle of Britain Exeter
Financial Assistance Airfield

Part of a national programme that will enable a Museums
Development Officer to lever funding from many sources such
as lottery, MiL to help support East Devon's museums with
exhibitions, volunteer training and deliver projects such as
Jurassic Coast arts programme to engage young people as part
of a youth volunteering programme. This is an important part of
the wider delivery of the Culture programme across the district
and assisting the promotion of all our local museums.
The 2 posts are currently fixed term until January 2012. Growth
of Service activities makes it essential to appoint both posts for
delivery of the Education programmes with schools, public
events growth, supporting the new volunteer network & the
huge demands of the Axe Wetlands & Nature reserves
management. If this is not in place we will have to significantly
reduce delivery on all these programmes which would be
detrimental to all the public facing work the team does. Posts
will be funded by savings from Education Ranger vacant post
(bottom of scale) £2,800 plus agreed contributions received of
£18,500 from DCC, Natural England and fees for
schools/public. EDDC net costs £19,204; 12/13 & 13/14 = £15k
and 14/15 = £11k. 2015/16 onwards should be self fund. This
equates to £9.5K contribution per post for 12/13 which is seen
as good value.
Referendum and communication costs
Scheme/project to be decided

53023

Local
Apprenticeships

Community Contribution
Budget for 2 apprentices working within two services and
hopefully linking to future employment opportunities at the
Council.

39010

CP
MD
MW

36030
43411
46080

MW

KJ

Arts Development

Museums Officer contribution

2 Apprentices

14,000

1,500

23,204

50,000
5,000
2,000
6,000
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Manager

CPowell

CPowell

Cost
Centre

53030

53030

KJ

57221

RC

New

SS

Councillor
Ian Thomas

New

New

Cost Centre
Description

ICT

ICT

Human Resources
Regeneration

Coast Protection

Corporate

Bids for Jan
2012 Cabinet
£

Item

Reason

Additional Post

Notwithstanding the likelihood of this request not being
approved, I thought it worthwhile bringing to members attention
the performance of the Business Solutions Team. While
demands upon this team from internal customers has remained
steady over the last year, capacity to deliver and performance
have decreased. Customers are more frustrated than ever at
having change requests they consider important to the workings
of their service sat on a "to do" list and not being allocated
resources.

Information security Systems monitoring for servers

Investors in People (Reaccreditation)
Town centre renewal and resilience strategies £30k for
each of 3 years

Pennington Point

Marketing post - making best use of technology

A CoCo security requirement is to monitor and react to
incidents identified within server log files. These files are simply
long lists of detailed server activity and it is almost impossible to
sift out the important security concerns, such as repeated log in
attempts by outside services. This is compounded by having
90 servers to monitor. This system manages all the log inputs,
filters out the important ones, and sends appropriate alerts
when something is amiss and enables compliance with CoCo.
Over 30,000 UK organisations are recognised as Investors in
People covering a wide spectrum of UK industries. The
practical benefits of keeping and continuously achieving the
standard are many including engendering pride in working for
an accredited Council and an external endorsement that we
have a cohesive approach to our people processes ensuring
we achieve better job satisfaction, improved development and
great customer satisfaction.
Axminster town centre, Honiton – Visioning, high street and
public realm, Sidmouth Port Royal.
Carry out proposed study and assess scope for agreeing with
English Nature and others proposed works to protect the cliff
from erosion at Pennington Point. Sum requested is a net
figure with contributions expected
There is a requirement to continually explore initiatives that
make savings for the Council in order to balance the budgets
going forward. This could be away to help with this objective
but details of the proposal do need determining.

28,786

10,000

5,500

30,000

25,000

No actual
request
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Manager

SS
TOTAL

Cost
Centre

Cost Centre
Description

Recycling

Item

Reason
EDDC would like to move towards proving this service.
However, detailed consultation with SITA and lead times for
operational changes (extra vehicles, staff etc) will mean details
not available for 2012/13 budget process. Currently financial
resources are restricted in terms of adding additional costs on
an annual basis to our budget as such scheme is likely to do;
for consideration in 2013/14 budget with details being
considered in 2012/13.

Possible roll out cardboard recycling

Bids for Jan
2012 Cabinet
£

No actual
request

306,600
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Agenda Item 14
Cabinet
11 January 2012
MW/LG

Financial Monitoring Report 2011/12 – Month 8 November
Summary
This report gives a summary of the Council’s overall financial position for 2011/12 at the
end of month eight (30th November 2011).
Current monitoring indicates that:
 The General Fund Balance is being maintained at or above the adopted level.
 The Housing Revenue Account Balance will be maintained at or above the adopted
level.
 There is a sufficient Capital Reserve to balance this year’s capital programme.
However, it is estimated that only £1.866m will be available in the Reserve to
support the programme from 2012/13 onwards.
Recommendation
1. The variances identified as part of the Revenue and Capital Monitoring
process up to month eight be acknowledged.
2. That the signatories for the Robinson Bequest are brought into line with
those for the Council's bank account; ie the Head of Finance, the Financial
Services Manager and a specified Accountant.
a) Reasons for Recommendation
The report updates Members on the overall financial position of the Authority following
the end of each month and includes recommendations where corrective action is
required for the remainder of the financial year.
b) Alternative Options
To disagree with the recommended actions proposed.
c) Risk Considerations
Current monitoring indicates that the Council’s balances and reserves are being
maintained at or above the adopted levels.
In compiling this report we have looked at all large, high risk and volatile budget areas.
Predicted spending patterns have been linked to operational activity and all material
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budgets have been subject to thorough risk assessments by operational managers
and finance staff. Any continuing variances in spending patterns will then be
considered as part of the medium term financial strategy.
d) Policy and Budgetary Considerations
This report highlights all budgetary variances and then comments on the level and
adequacy of Reserves.
e) Date for Review of Decision
Updated positions are to be presented at future meetings of the Cabinet.

Financial Monitoring Report 2011/12 – To Month Eight
1.

Introduction

1.1

The purpose of this monitoring report is to update members of the Cabinet on the
overall financial position of the Authority following the end of month eight and to
report on areas that may require corrective action during the remainder of the
financial year.

2.

General Fund Position as at Month Eight.

2.1

The following table shows the original budget set for the year and a total of
variations identified which are likely to affect the budget to give a predicted budget
figure for the year.
£
Budget Requirement (set 09/02/11)
Add:
Month 8 predicted net underspend to Year End

£
12,914,180

(49,000)
(49,000)

Predicted Budget Requirement

12,865,180

A summary of the predicted over and under spends to the year end are shown
below:
Variation at
Predicted
Month 8
Outturn
£000
£000
Economy Portfolio
Seaton Visitor Centre marketing exercise as agreed
5
30
by Cabinet on 05 October. The balance of the predevelopment budget for Seaton & Exmouth which
totals £60,681.44 is held as part of the General
Fund balance.
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Environment Portfolio


Streetscene – Street cleansing agency
savings from Systems Thinking
 Refuse & recycling – purchase of
replacement bins & boxes
Variations from month seven
Total
2.3

(10)

(10)

10

10

(291)
(286)

(79)
(49)

These variations will have the following overall effect on the Council’s General Fund
Balance.
£

£
(4,388,124)

Available General Fund Balance (01/04/11)
Less:
Planned use of general fund balance in setting
the budget
Items identified in paragraph 2.1 above
(predicted variations)
Supplementary Estimate (purchase of NNDR
IT system)
Supplementary Estimate (purchase of snow
equipment)

0
(49,000)
72,400
10,836
34,236
(4,353,888)

Predicted G.F. Balance (31/03/12)

This predicted balance of £4.354m is £2.835m above the Council’s adopted level
for the General Fund Balance (£1.519m). The Council has agreed to maintain a
higher balance than the adopted level at this present time because of the many
financial uncertainties and risks facing the Council.

2.4

An analysis of the main income streams is shown below:
Annual Budget

Car Park charges
Planning fees
Building Control fees
Local Land Charges

£000
(2,629)
(804)
(497)
(200)
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Variation at
Month 8
£000
110
(196)
(3)
(19)

Predicted
Outturn
£000
(2,489)
(904)
(497)
(200)

2.5

Summary of Other Reserves:

Transformation
Reserve
Asset Management
Reserve
Capital Reserve

Balance
B/f
£000

Spend
to date
£000

(1,608)

51

(1,306)

160

(5,303)

0

Income to
date
£000

Estimated
additional
Spend/Income
£000

Predicted
Balance
C/f
£000

295

(1,262)

(195)

(1,341)
3,437

(1,866)

3.

Housing Revenue Account Position up to Month 8.

3.1

The following table shows the original budget set for the year and a total of
variations identified which are likely to affect the budget to give a predicted budget
requirement for the year. The service has identified savings that can be made
within the budget to bring the HRA balance back in line with the adopted levels.
Budget surplus (set 09/02/11)

(39,710)

Month 8 predicted net underspend to year end

(685,000)
(685,000)
(£724,710)

Predicted Budget Requirement

A summary of the predicted over and under spends to the year end is shown below:

3.2

Variation at
Month 8
£000

Predicted
Outturn
£000

Small change in predicted outturn for
replacement doors and painting programme
Mobile Support Officers - vacancies

111
(45)

(15)
(13)

Variations from month seven
Total

117
183

(657)
(685)

These variations will have the following effect on the Housing Revenue Account
Balance.
£
£
Housing
Revenue
Account
Balance
(511,201)
(01/04/11)
Predicted budget requirement as above
(724,710)
Predicted HRA Balance (31/03/12)

(£1,235,911)

The recommended level for the HRA balance, at £245 per dwelling, is currently
£1.054m. The predicted balance is currently £0.182m above
the recommended level but this is considered prudent in
preparation for the self-financing regime in April 2012.
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4.

Capital Programme Position up to Month 8.

4.1

The following table currently estimates the total required from the Capital Reserve
as £3.437m.

4.1.1 This will reduce the Capital Reserve balance from £5.303m to £1.866m.
£
Net Capital Programme Budget (Exec Board
09/02/11)
2010/11 scheme costs slipped into 2011/12 (as
agreed by Cabinet in the Outturn report in June 2011)
Revised 2011/12 budget
Month 1- 7 Variations already reported
Month 8 Programme Variations (a)
Predicted Budget Requirement
Financed by
In Year Usable Capital Receipts (b)
HRA Contribution
Transformation reserve
General Fund contribution
Asset maintenance reserve – Exmouth boiler
Environment Agency b/f Rockbeare flood prevention
S.106 Contribution for Ham play equipment
S.106 balance of Ottery Cycle path b/f

£
5,257,180

1,685,178
6,942,358
(18,447)
(609,522)
6,314,389

(386,153)
(282,000)
(95,000)
(65,000)
(76,000)
(28,980
(21,030)
(223,370)

S.106 Tesco Seaton

(1,700,000)

Predicted Capital Reserve requirement

(3,436,856)

Total Funding

(6,314,389)

Note (a) Month 8 Programme Variations
ICT virement from E-Government
ICT virement to VMWare
Pollution prevention Warren Field savings – only grassing needed
Pollution prevention Warren Field – slip to £5k to 12/13
Demolition of old drill hall per Cabinet 30/11/11
Reallocation of Exmouth regeneration funds and timing per Cabinet
report 30/10/11
Exmouth sports centre new boiler ( from Asset Maintenance Reserve)
Honiton Heathpark sewer adoption slip to 2012/13 re possible
relocation
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£
(6,000)
6,000
(25,000)
(5,000)
48,038
(280,000)
76,000
(77,000)

DCC contribution to new sweeper in Exeter
River Otter flood protection - Slip to 2012/13 due to technical delays
Axmouth Harbour low water corrosion savings
Land drainage at Sidford football pitch pull back from 2012/13
Total Month 8 Programme Variations

5.

(24,560)
(268,000)
(57,000)
3,000
(609,522)

Note (b) Month 8 Capital Receipts Variations
Capital receipts as at month 7
Seaton Tesco reclassed as S.106 funding
Additional receipt on Otterton toilets
Public conveniences at Littleham Exmouth
Miscellaneous small pieces of land
Additional receipt from Tesco
Transfer additional Tesco receipt and misc. receipts to fund Seaton
town centre manager
Total capital receipts as at Month 8

£
(2,068,607)
1,700,000
(22,000)
(25,000)
(14,660)
(887)
45,000

Capital Reserve
Brought forward balance 1 April 2011
Estimated use of reserve in 2011/12

£
(5,302,604)
3,436,856

Balance carried forward to 2012/13

(1,865,748)

(386,154)

Robinson Bequest

5.1

The Council administers a bequest, known as the Robinson Bequest, the income
from which is used to maintain the Garden of Rest in Beer.
The Bequest has an investment held in a National Savings & Investments account
which requires two out of three authorised signatures in order to make a
withdrawal. There is now only one authorised signatory remaining at the Council as
the other two have left or retired.

5.2

It is proposed that the signatories for the Robinson Bequest are brought into line
with those for the Council's bank account; ie the Head of Finance, the Financial
Services Manager and a specified Accountant.

Legal Implications
No legal implications have been identified
Financial Implications
Details are contained within the report.
Consultation on Reports to the Cabinet
Not applicable
Background Papers


Accountancy working papers

Cabinet
Laurelie Gifford (Financial Services Manager) Ext 2358
Mandy White (Senior Accountant) Ext 2357
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Agenda Item 15
Cabinet
11 Jan 2012
CP/MM

Strategy Proposal for Electronic Document Management
Summary
We use electronic document management systems (EDMS), comprising scanning,
indexing and retrieval, to good effect in Planning, Environmental Health and Revenues and
Benefits.
We now have three very strong reasons for extending EDMS further and defining a clear,
new strategy and investing resources in becoming “paper light” across the council:
-

Move to a smaller, more open plan building
The need to make employees more mobile and less office bound
Need to have an effective disaster recovery plan for the council operations

At the Knowle we currently use over 200 square metres of space for storing “live” files and
over 400 square metres for “historic files”. (Note Council Chamber is approximately 200
square metres). The anticipated cost of creating this space to house all these live files in
the new Honiton building is estimated at £255,000 (plus space running costs of £xxx/year).
The transformation to an almost completely electronic council for new case information
would be a one-off cost of approximately £120,000.
If we start this transformation process immediately, the volume of live paper files would be
significantly lower by the time we need to move to the new building.
If we were to convert all current live paper files to electronic files through back-scanning it
is estimated it would be a one-off cost of at least £500,000.
As back scanning is so time consuming and expensive we should analyse each document
and only choose to back-scan those files that would give good operational benefits. The
remainder we should put into cheap storage.
Recommendation
Implement the proposed EDMS strategy including:
a) Appointment of a contract project manager for one year
b) Replacement of current EDMS with IDOX should existing supplier not improve
offer sufficiently
c) Initial funding of the project for £120,000
d) Analyse each paper document for back scanning benefits and action
accordingly.

Protective Marking: UNCLASSIFIED
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a) Reasons for Recommendation
Detailed in the report but the main driver is to reduce the amount of floor space
required in the new building. This project has an end date by which this must happen.
The cost of office space would be far greater than the cost of implementing the full
EDMS project.
b) Alternative Options
1) Build the office space to accommodate all current working documents.
2) Carry on introducing EDMS as and when capacity is available which would reduce
the amount of paper document storage somewhat over the next two years.
Storage space would still need to feature strongly in the design plans.
c) Risk Considerations
The main risk is in selecting what and what not to back scan:
 Back scanning is expensive but would provide all documents in electronic
format
 Not back scanning (and not storing in the new building) could potentially mean
having to access temporary document storage for the length of time that the
document is “live”.
d) Policy and Budgetary Considerations
The project costs are not budgeted but could be a cost effective way of reducing the
new building costs.
e) Date for Review of Decision

1 Scope of EDMS
1.1
The EDMS will be used to store and index any electronic document or file that is
part of a council delivery process. If the document is originally in paper format it will be
scanned first and then returned to source or destroyed, if allowable (Document Retention
Policy applies).
1.2
Each file will be stored on the councils EDMS and ideally accessible through the
relevant business systems e.g. Academy, CAPS, Lagan etc, as well as the screens of the
EDMS itself.
1.3
Items like magazines, personal emails; supplier sales offers etc and any document
not used within a council process is not included.

Protective Marking: UNCLASSIFIED
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2 EDMS Strategy
2.1

The proposed strategy statement is

“All documents involved in a customer or process transaction are scanned (if paper) and
indexed appropriately into the EDMS as soon as is practical to enable all users of the
business systems to have retrieval access wherever and whenever they are connected to
the council’s data network.”
2.2
The ideal is that the council would be in this situation prior to moving to a new
building.
2.3
It is expected that with more eForms and better systems integration and a greater
take-up of digital channels by customers that the amount of transactional paper within the
council will reduce over time.

3 Benefits of the Strategy
The end result, if fully implemented would be:
Improved levels of customer self-service by making appropriate documentation
publicly available through the council’s website.
Documents can be retrieved and delivered to the desktop immediately. This is
especially desirable for helping resolve customer issues at first point of contact.
Documents are available to remote or mobile staff enabling new working
practices to be implemented
Freeing up accommodation space currently taken up by the storage of current
and archived paper documents.
More robust Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity capabilities.
Electronically stored documents can be easily backed up and stored and
accessed at off-site locations in the event of an emergency situation.
Documents in electronic queues (should there be any), provide good visibility of
work in progress and throughput.
Could extend simple “document management” into the more rigid “records
management” which will assist the council with data compliance issues.

4 Current extent of EDMS Use at EDDC
The EDMS system, Comino from the company Civica, was introduced during the
e-gov programme and was first implemented in Planning in order to obtain a
significant grant as part of the Pendleton review.
All planning documents, electronic or paper, are indexed against the planning
application on validation of the application. The documents are then made
available through the CAPS planning system, through the EDMS itself and also
through the Planning –On-Line system via the website.
Environmental Health indexes all case documentation (emails, letters, notes etc)
which is then available through the CAPS EH system.
Finance scan and index all cheques for audit and verification purposes.
Protective Marking: UNCLASSIFIED
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The Benefits section have recently begun making case documentation live.
Back scanning of Planning documents has been progressing slowly, capacity
only available once live documents have been scanned each day.

5 Current Document Storage at Knowle
An analysis was carried out on all process document storage provision at the
Knowle. Data was gathered about the area of storage; the frequency of access;
whether the documents were live or historic; the growth or reduction rate; the
types of document stored and their retention requirements.
The survey found documents in varying conditions in rooms and buildings in,
around and under the Knowle. While most documents were neatly organised
and tidy some documents had mould growing on them and others were
impossible to sort or organise.
The analysis returned these results:

Service Area
Rentals
Benefits
Revenues
Landlord
Housing Needs
CSC/Reception
HR/Payroll/Communications
Electoral Services
Democratic
Income & Payments
Environmental Health
Private Sector Housing
ICT/GIS/Post Room
Finance
Licencing
Countryside
Parking Admin
Parking Operations
Street Scene Operations
Street Scene Waste/Engineers
Legal Services
Development Management
Building Control
Property Services
Local Land Charges
Planning Policy
Estates/Economic Development
TOTAL
Protective Marking: UNCLASSIFIED

Live
Current
(m²)

Historical
(m²)

Overall (m²)

3.53
20.65
8.8
5.65
3.96
4.3
15.83
5.66
0
30.71
10.94
0
0.79
5.4
10.06
20.05
1.26
0.89
5.78
7.42
3.13
8.1
8.79
7.06
3.1
8.4
12.48
212.74

2.85
49.12
18.73
13.04
5.07
0
11.72
10.81
13.97
20.64
2
6.42
1.2
10.38
5.19
0
10.4
1.78
6.46
15.55
52.83
91.8
42.21
7.98
9.38
4.69
0
414.22

6.38
69.77
27.53
18.69
9.03
4.30
27.55
16.47
13.97
51.35
12.94
6.42
1.99
15.78
15.25
20.05
11.66
2.67
12.24
22.97
55.96
99.9
51
15.04
12.48
13.09
12.48
626.96
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6 Document Storage at new Honiton Building
The typical building cost provided by the architects is £1200 per square metre
The space requirement based upon current live documents is 212 m2 (and is
slowly rising). The typical cost of this office space at Honiton built to our
anticipated standard would be around £255,000.
Smart storage mechanisms could be applied to the documents to reduce space
but these are heavy and consequently need to be on a strong floor, usually the
ground floor. This would also move the documents away from their point of
use.
The obvious solution to this storage problem is to investigate a rapid and
council-wide implementation of the EDMS.

7 Issues with Extending our EDMS Council wide
EDMS is already in place and working within several services and dealing with
live transactional papers. The most notable is Planning where documents are
scanned and indexed and available on the web site and in CAPS within 24 hours
of being accepted.
Extending EDMS across the whole council and managing the document backscanning and storage options is a reasonably sized project. The project needs
to be implemented quickly to begin reducing the space requirements for live
documents. This requires a dedicated project manager with technical skills.
Based upon our experience to date, scanning of documents as opposed to
physical filing and retrieval does not require extra people capacity as long as
existing staff are able to take on the new roles.
Extending the existing EDMS to the whole council raises two ICT related issues:
a) Extra software licences for users and modules plus associated maintenance
costs…estimated at £30,000 (from our current EDMS supplier) for initial licences.
(there may be additional maintenance costs also).
b) Current EDMS is considered “troublesome” by ICT and extending it would create
further problems.
A competitive buy-out offer has been made by IDOX (a supplier of EDMS and
our supplier of the CAPS system) to provide a complete council –wide EDMS
solution which has a return on investment period of 5 years based on our
current costs.
This offer will also provide licences for all users across all services negating
further software licence costs. Our current suppliers have been approached to
better the offer from IDOX and are considering.. At the moment, my
recommendation is to move to the IDOX EDMS but this will need further
examination in the next 4 weeks.
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8 To back-scan or not to back-scan?
If we decided to back-scan all current live documents we estimate it would cost
over £500,000 in staff costs or outsource costs. Planning alone is estimated to
cost around £250,000.
The first step, which can start now, must be to carry out a thorough examination
of these live documents using the information in the updated Document
Retention Policy to ensure that there are no unnecessary or expired documents
present.
Back scanning and indexing of documents is a labour intensive process.
Several services already use EDMS for new documents but have found it
problematic to fund significant back-scanning for older live paper documents.
Over time these latter documents will “expire” and can be disposed of but there
are some e.g. final planning approvals, which need to be retained forever. This
retention is allowed to be in electronic format.
Each live document type will need to be analysed individually to enable a
decision on the level of back-scanning that would best benefit the council. There
are too many variables to apply a general decision.
Even prior to the analysis of the documents, as long as the EDMS was available,
an “airlock” policy could be applied to the files ie if a file is handled, it should
then be scanned and the paper documents disposed of properly.
Back-scanning costs are dependent on volumes. While it is cheaper to hire
temporary staff to carry out this task we may not have the space or machinery to
cope with back scanning as well as live scanning.
There are external agencies that specialise in scanning operations. However, to
keep costs down, and for good management of data, all live paper files would
need to be ruthlessly sifted and unnecessary documents disposed of before
transfer to the agency for back scanning.
All remaining paper documents that still require to be held could be transferred
to a cheap storage location, probably somewhere on or near Heath Park
industrial estate.
This storage facility would be managed by the Document Centre manager who
would organise regular culls of the documents on their expiry dates.

9 Project Implementation Proposal
With a project manager in place to run the project, the approach could be:
Phase 1




Replace the existing system with IDOX (should we decide to move) keeping the
current live scanning processes as they are and moving the document data to the
new system.
Organise a detailed analysis of the remaining live paper documents in line with the
Document Retention Policy and dispose of all that are not necessary to keep, and
determine back scanning requirements for the remainder.
Phase 2
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Select the highest priority service area; analyse and create document types needed
in IDOX; and create document processes.
Organise live scanning and indexing operations of these new document types,
including liaising over any staff job changes.
Determine the need for back scanning with an emphasis on doing the minimum
required to release the storage space and/or deliver the process capability.
Gain approval and funds for each back-scanning operation and organise
implementation.
Phase 3, 4 etc…repeat of the actions in Phase 2 with each service area taken in
turn as quickly as possible.

10 Costs
The initial costs are
Project Manager for 30 weeks at max of £300 a day …estimate £45,000
Implement council wide IDOX system …
£65,000
Hard disk storage for live and disaster recovery …………….
.£10,000
Total £120K
Back-scanning costs
Back scanning costs are very dependent on volume. Agencies charge per A4 sheet
scanned. We should take a very hard line as to what documents we need to back-scan
and do the absolute minimum to satisfy operational needs. The project manager would
analyse each document type and make a separate business case for each service area to
authorise and fund back-scanning of documents.
Storage for Historic Documents
Paper documents required for regulatory requirements need to be kept in cheap storage
relatively close to the site and their disposal managed over time. The Document centre
manager will take on this responsibility once the paper documents are moved to the new
storage facility.
Cost comparisons
tem

New building – storage
New building – storage
space without scanning
space after scanning
Build costs
£255,000
£0
Ongoing space mgt costs for
@£5/month/m2
£0
storage in new building
£12,000/year
Cheap off-site storage costs
Same for both options , about £55/m2/year
One off costs for scanning
£0
£120,000
Extra ongoing costs for
£0
£0
scanning
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11 Outcomes
With all relevant documents electronic this will enable:







Much reduced storage space required in the new Honiton building
All document storage properly managed and monitored according to the updated
Document retention Policy
Mobile and remote workers having access to case notes, proofs, plans etc to
enable them to work closer to the customer
Officers to have ready electronic access to customer documentation and other
relevant files at first point of customer contact
Improved joined-up council working
Council to better meet Data Protection Act requirements and Freedom of
Information Act.

Legal Implications
Some original documents will need to be retained for legal reasons; a protocol will
need to be written to cover these issues.
Financial Implications
The funding for this project would initially come from the Transformation Reserve as it
is associated with the Knowle relocation project. However, costs would eventually be
funded from the expected capital receipt from The Knowle.
Programme Board will be reviewing the costing details of the business plan for this
project in due course.
Consultation on Reports to the Cabinet
SMT
Corporate Services Portfolio Holder
Officers Relocation working party

Chris Powell
Corporate ICT Manager
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Agenda Item 16
Cabinet
11 January 2012
Performance Information until November 2011

Performance Monitoring Report until November 2011
Summary
Performance information for the 2011/12 financial year until November 2011 is supplied to
allow the Cabinet to monitor progress with selected performance measures and identify
any service areas where improvement is necessary.
Recommendation
That the Cabinet considers the progress and proposed remedial action for
performance measures for the 2011/12 financial year until November 2011.

a) Reasons for Recommendation
This report demonstrates our progress in achieving targets set for relevant
performance measures and highlights any areas of concern.
b) Alternative Options
None.
c) Risk Considerations
A failure to make satisfactory progress in addressing the areas of concern may lead
to the Council being criticised by its customers, by inspectors in a future inspection
and could also compromise the Council's reputation and budgets.
d) Policy and Budgetary Considerations
One of our corporate goals is ‘Excellent services for our customers’ and these
performance reports help members understand whether we are improving services
from our customers’ point of view. Quarterly and monthly performance monitoring
conforms with existing Council policy and the Council's current budget. However,
any consequent improvement action could have policy and financial implications.
Positive Impact Overall
Excellent Customer Service.
Inspirational Council.
Providing more service at same cost.
e) Date for Review of Decision
Performance information is provided on a monthly basis.
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1

Main Body of the Report

1. In summary all measures are showing satisfactory performance.
2. A full report showing more detail for all the performance indicators mentioned above
appears in Appendix A.
3. Rolling reports/charts for Housing, Planning, StreetScene, Benefits and ICT appear in
Appendix B.
4. An explanation and definitions of these measures can be found in Appendix C.
Legal Implications
There are none arising from the recommendations in this report.
Financial Implications
There are no direct financial implications.
Consultation on Reports to the Cabinet
Relevant Heads and officers have contributed to the appendices.
Background Papers


Appendix A - The Performance Indicator monitoring report for the 2011/12 financial
year until November 2011.



Appendix B - Rolling reports for Planning, Housing, StreetScene, Benefits and ICT



Appendix C - Explanations and definitions.

Joanne Avery Ext 2332
Management Information Officer

Cabinet
13 December 2011
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Agenda Item 17
Cabinet
11 January 2012
12/1204

Seaton Town Management and Seafront Enhancement
Summary
Following the loss of the Seaton Town Development Manager there is an absence of
support for the local business community. The local economy and especially the high
street, like other places, have been struggling. Add to that the recent opening of Tesco
and the down season that winter represents to many local traders.
To effect the speedy replacement of the support and development resources until recently
available through the Seaton Town Centre Partnership, it is suggested the Council works
through BIP West Devon to recruit and employ a fixed term dedicated Business
Development Officer. The Business Development Officer will work with Seaton Chamber
of Commerce and the wider business community on an agreed programme of activity in
the period to June 2012. This approach has the benefit of being able to put support for the
Chamber in place early in the New Year and allow the Council, business community and
partners to see whether and what kind of longer term help to the business community
might be needed.
The future of town centre management in Seaton was discussed by the Seaton
Regeneration Programme Board on Tuesday 13th December. The Board is concerned
about the recent turn of events and woud like to see support to the town’s business
community re-established. It was noted that the Council would be considering the
situation and possible ways forward early in the New Year.
The Regeneration Board also considered ways of progressing seafront regeneration and
enhancement in recognition of the unattractive state of the seafront area. The
Regeneration Board discussed whether an element of the funding from the stalled Town
Management project might be considered to fund a project to produce detailed design,
development and costed options for seafront enhancement. Any District contribution
would be dependent on the Town Council’s willingness to lead, manage and jointly fund
the exercise.
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Recommendation
1. That the Head of Economy be authorised to extend by up to £19,000 the Council’s
business support and advice contract, delivered by BIP West Devon Ltd., to enable
BIP to recruit a fixed term dedicated part-time Business Development Officer,
employed to work with Seaton Chamber of Commerce and the town’s other
businesses, as described in this report, in the period to 1 July 2012;
2. That the Council monitor with the Chamber the effectiveness of this approach and
consider whether and how they and partners might best deliver future support for
the town’s business community.
3. That Seaton Town Council be advised of this Council’s willingness to contribute up
to £10,000 towards the costs of commissioning specialist expertise to produce
detailed design, development and costed options of seafront enhancement in
Seaton on condition that the Town Council at least match the contribution.
a) Reasons for Recommendation
The reasons for the recommendations are set out in the main body of this report.
b) Alternative Options
1. To put town management support on hold pending review. This will leave an
uncertain period of time since the previous project partners collectively have not
discussed nor agreed on a way forward
2. Find alternative uses for the S106 and land agreement funds. The former
would require Tesco’s prior consent to a variation in the agreement
c) Risk Considerations
The risk considerations are dealt with in the main body of the report.
d) Policy and Budgetary Considerations
The recommendations conform to existing Council policy for delivery of economic
growth throughout the District.
The estimated cost of recruiting and sustaining the employment of a dedicated
Business Development Officer (£19,000) in the period to July 2012 and the cost of
consultancy to explore seafront opportunities (£10,000) are as detailed in paragraphs
1.7 and 1.8 of this report.
e) Date for Review of Decision
June 2012
1.0 Introduction
1.1 Carolyn Dunn was working in Seaton from June 2011 as the
Town Development Manager. She left the post at the end of
November to pursue other business interests. Her contract
included a clause whereby both the employer and employee
could review the arrangement after the first six months.
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1.2 Carolyn was employed by Seaton Town Council on behalf of the Seaton Town
Centre Partnership which comprised members and officers of Seaton Town Council,
East Devon District Council and Seaton Chamber of Commerce. Her salary and the
other costs of the project were funded jointly by the Council, Tesco Stores Ltd and
Seaton Town Council.
1.3 It was hoped the town management project in Seaton would follow the model first
established locally in Exmouth and enjoy similar success. It was designed to
strengthen commercial activity within the town and provide practical assistance to the
town’s independent retailers and other businesses as they respond to the opening of
the new Tesco store and other developments within and beyond the Seaton
Regeneration Area.
1.4 Sadly, Carolyn’s departure came just two days after the opening of the new
supermarket. Discussions with Seaton Chamber of Commerce since then have
focussed on how practical independent support might continue to be available to
Seaton’s business community.
1.5 The process through which the Seaton Town Development Manager was appointed
(agreement of job description, person specification, advertisement, short listing,
interviews, job offer and appointment) took some eight months to complete. Were
we to wish to replicate the post it would take well into the Spring before a new
Manager was in post. Replicating the previous employment arrangement in the
same partnership arrangement, may not be the best way forward and would take
time to put in place. To avoid delay, it would be possible to build upon the business
support arrangements already in place between the Council and Business
Information Point (BIP) West Devon.
1.6 As a practical expedient, BIP could be authorised to recruit an additional part time
development worker to their staff (on a temporary contract) to provide support to
Seaton Chamber of Commerce and other local businesses in the period January to
July 2012. The work programme and outputs of this arrangement could be trialled
during the four months to May 2012 such that by the summer of 2012, it would be
possible to decide whether or not the benefits flowing from this investment, merits the
commitment of any further resource. During this same period, it would also be
possible to decide whether or not more formal partnership arrangements to progress
town centre management in Seaton can be revived and agreed with relevant
stakeholders.
1.7 The Council allocated funding totalling £90,000 to what it hoped would be a three
year programme of town management initiatives in Seaton, in October 2010. This
was to be financed from the Section 106 mitigation agreed with Tesco Stores Ltd
(£45,000) and a funding contribution from the Land Agreement relating to the same
development (£45,000). There was also a Town Council contribution of £52,000 to
the original project.
1.8 As at 30 November 2011, costs of £11,000 had been incurred against this budget.
Accordingly, funding of up to £19,000 (temporary Business Development Officer) and
£10,000 (Seafront enhancement consultancy) could be made
available from the remaining budget, either Land Agreement
sourced or drawing in art from the S106 element). This would
not affect the Council’s ability to re-engage with a more formal
programme of Town Management later if appropriate.
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2.0 Practical Support to Seaton’s Business Community
2.1 Currently some 270 businesses trade from rateable properties within the boundaries
of Seaton (estimated from the 2011 NNDR list). Just over 20% of these are
members of Seaton Chamber of Commerce (56). The Town Centre Manager had
been working with the Chamber on a number of projects at the time of her departure.
Through the summer of 2011 she supported their work to improve the appearance of
the town centre and in the run in to Christmas, had co-funded the placing of brackets
and illuminated Christmas trees involving more than thirty town centre properties.
These efforts culminated in a Christmas Festival on 9 and 10 December. On-street
activities during the festival included street entertainment, carol singing and an ice
rink sponsored by Tesco.
2.2 Successful collaboration on projects of this nature was at the heart of the Council’s
vision for town centre management in Seaton. Unfortunately the Seaton Town
Centre Partnership never quite enjoyed the freedom of action and independence its’
name was thought to imply. Tensions developed over the remit and structure of the
partnership which brought about the early departure of the Town Manager.
2.3 The £19,000 notionally available in the period to 30 June 2012 could be used to
sustain not only the salary costs of the Business Development Officer but also, to
provide a small ‘projects’ budget. The person thus employed would be contracted to
work up to 16 hours or two days per week, working closely with the Chairman and
Officers of Seaton Chamber of Commerce (in a development capacity), on events
and initiatives leading to a discernable increase in the number of members. That is
not to suggest the arrangement is envisaged as a benefit for the exclusive use of
Chamber members. Rather it is hoped the Business Development Officer would work
to broaden the Chamber’s relevance, value and appeal to the widest possible range
current and future Seaton based businesses.
2.4 Details of the work programme and activities of the Business Development Officer
under this arrangement would be subject of further discussion and agreement
between the Council, BIP and Seaton Chamber of Commerce. It is envisaged that a
bi monthly progress report would be available to the Economy Portfolio Holder and
Seaton Member Champion.
3.0 Seafront Enhancements
3.1

The future of town centre management in Seaton was discussed by the Seaton
Regeneration Programme Board at its meeting on Tuesday 13 December. It was
noted that the Council would be considering the situation and possible ways forward
early in the New Year. The Council’s ideas and approach were later endorsed by a
meeting of the Chamber of Commerce (Wednesday 14 December).

3.2

The need to improve and enhance Seaton’s image and visitor experience was also
discussed by the Regeneration Board and presentations were discussed at the
Board of ideas for ways and means of making the seafront more attractive,
sustainable and valuable to the town. They looked at ways of progressing seafront
enhancement and of commissioning work on design and
development options for such a project.
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3.3

Two firms of design consultants have agreed without commitment to cost project
work on design, development and costed optins for investment and enhancement of
Seaton’s seafront.

3.4

This may offer future project opportunities and ways forward to improve an area that
is universally recognised to be unattractive. The Council with its partners is already
driving forward a number of regeneration initiatives in Seaton including visitor centre
market testing and wetlands development. We are therefore interested to see that
the Town Council takes the lead on seafront action including commissioning and
managing the consultancy proposed.

3.5

We expect that a District contribution to this project will be no more that £10,000
and at least matched by the Town Council. We already have funds set aside in the
Council’s own Seaton Town Management budget and members can choose to
divert some of the funding for this purpose.

Legal Implications
The council has power under the Local Government Act 2000 to make the arrangements
described in the recommendations if members consider them likely to achieve the
promotion or improvement of the economic or social or environmental well-being of their
area (or any combination of the three). In deciding whether to exercise the power the
Council must have regard to its Sustainable Community Strategy (Plan). The Plan’s
objectives include the creation of ‘a vibrant working environment where community and
economic activity improve and sustain our distinctive communities environment and
cultural heritage’, offering local employment and supporting regeneration in Seaton and
building on its visitor heritage.
Financial Implications
There is already existing budget identified within the Seaton Town Management project.
The funding recommended can be accommodated within the S106 and Land Agreement
allocations.
Consultation on Reports to the Executive
Background Papers


Minutes of the Economy Overview and Scrutiny Committee 25 February 2010

Richard Cohen
Deputy Chief Executive
Nigel Harrison Ext. 2736
Economic Development Manager

Cabinet
11 January 2012

Exclusion of the Public
The Vice-Chairman of the Committee to move the following:“that under Section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act 1972,
the public (including the press) be excluded from the meeting as
exempt information, of the description(s) set out on the agenda is
likely to be disclosed and on balance the public interest is in
discussing this item in private session (Part B).”
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